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JADVENTISTS TO

'eiterday for Santa Rosa,Tucum- ami Lincoln county where
W
he will meet the members of the
VVIl
bar and hear motions. From Tu- WH he will go to Santa Fe
tw week.,
High School Building to Cost w,:ere he zai
returning to Alamogordo just be- f re the opening of district
court in September.
Thirteen Thousand Dollars.
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Roasted Dudley.

Wreck at Tularosa Gleaned Up.

Saturday's ball game Umpire Tesson had to throw up his
job in the sixth inning on account of sickness, and W. H.
Dudley was put up. Dudley is
a divil of a good fellow but what
lie doesn't know about base ball
rules and regulations would
would fill a mighty big book.
The fans soon got next to th8
and what they did to Bill was a
plenty. He was game however,
to the last, refusing to quit hit
job under fire.

Editor James Anderson of Tularosa, was in the city Tuesday.
He says the wieck of Sunday
morning has been cleared up.
The derailment was caused by a
broken axle, five cars of coal and
coke being derailed.
No one
was injured.

In

Mrs. S. May McKay has returned from a month's visit with
friends in Galveston and San
Antonio, Texas. She reports a

pleasant visit.

GOES TO JAIL FOR CONTEMPT

Burney Draws 10 Days Term
y
and Forty Dollar Fine.

1). Burney, a well known farmer, was sentenced to serve 10
days in jail and pay a $40 fine by
Judge Alford W. Oooley Tuesday. Mr. Burney was permitted

the railroad stock yards. The
injunction was issued at the request of the Alamogordo Improvement company.
The Improvement company had
to go home Tuesday evening. He! witnesses who testified that the
returned yesterday and is now defendent had repeatedly violated the injunction.
serving his time.
Burney was convicted of conMr. Burney told The News
tempt of court.
Tuesday afternoon after he had
Some time ago Judge E. A. been sentenced to jail that he reMann issued a temporary injunctalized he had violated the temion restraining Mr. Burney from porary injunction but that it was
using water of the ditch west of through ignorance.
THIS JOB WAS BUSHED
Baptist College Catalogue
nlntad in Siv Tin ira

Com- -

WOULD

MESSEB LOSES HIS GASE

Jury Finds for Defendent

in Bray

Well Case.

printing departA.J. Messer was the plaintiff
the Baptist col- and W. H. McNew the defendlege catalogue Monday..
The ent in a suit for $100 in Justice
pamphlet consists of twenty-fou- r
W. K. Stalsup'8 court Saturday.
pages and cover.
It was turned The jury found l or the defendent.
out in six days. The News is
Messer claimed he made a conProud of the job. No printing tract with McNew for casing the
Office in the southwest can do a old Bray well, 12 miles southnicer j0, an(j Duf few could have west of town . McNew was to f Orhandled this one in such a short nish the material and Messer
was to do the work. If the lattime.
While the catalogue was being ter succeeded in getting water
Printed, The News turned out 21 that live stock would drink, he
other jobs and got out last was to receive $100 for his work.
week's paper. Every job was If not, he was to receive nothing. McNew's witnesses convindelivered when promised.
ced the jury that live stock
L. L. Janes, of the Alamo Nawould not drink the water.
tional Forest, left Monday for a
week's trip in the mountains.
H. W. Wolcott is expected to
He was accompanied by Rev.
J. return from Kansas City today.
a. Murray, who went along for He has been away nearly a
outing.
month.
The News' job
ment completed

FISHER GETTING READY TO BUILD

POWER AND IRRIGATION PLANT
.t. L. Cory, chief consulting I once. When the plant is com
engineer, will arrive here today pleted it will represent an investtor the purpose
of going over the ment of several hundred thousP'ans and specifications of the and dollars. It will also mean
Power and irrigation plant which that the farmers of Otero county
H. Fisher proposes to erect in can secure cheap power for pumpMe mountains east of
the city. ing purposes and those who do
Mr. Fisher told The News the not care for the power may secure
other day that he expected to water from the big resivor which
wgin work on the big plant at will be constructed. As stated

FRICE
Best Grab of the Season.

KNOCK

5 CENTS

MINE COMPANY

Three hundred and two El
Paso (and other) people spent
Sunday
Of this
GIVE LECTURES
OUT THE INDIAN number at157Cloudcroft.
ELECTS OFFICERS
went up Saturday
afternoon and 145 followed on
the Sunday excursion. Included
in the number were tnirteeu
Series Begins Tonight and Will Petitioners Would Deny Poor Houston, Texas people and twen- Annual Meeting ot La República
ty Alamogordo inhabitants. This
was the largest Sunday crowd of
the season.
Lo Right to Grab Land.
Continue 3 Weeks.
Stockholders Held.

DEER HERD INCREASED

Joe Jolly will erect the new Bessie Gave Birth to a Spotted
Alamogordo high school buildFawn Monday.
ing and it is to be completed
1.
The assets of the Alamogordo
The contract was awarded to Improvement
company were in-- j
Mr. Jolly Friday afternoon. His
Monday night when Bes-- ,
creased
bid, which includes the heating sie,
one of the deer in Alameda
apparatus, was $18,000.
;park, gave birth to a spotted
The new building will be erect-o- il fawn.
Park Manager Crippen is
upon the block of ground just as proud of
the new arrival as a
west of the big public school six year
old boy is of a new jack
building. It will be a two-stor-y
knife. The herd now numbers
ami basement structure with four
five, three does, a buck and a
class rooms, an auditorium with
fawn.
tUige and a seating capacity of
Latkr On account of being deXio, superintendent's office, and
by
serted
mother the little
toilet rooms.
The building will fawn died its
yesterday morning
be of brick with Alamo marble
from starvation. Now what do
trimmings.
you think of a mother like that?

D.

of Otero County.

ALAMCHiORDO, NEW MEXICO, THUI18DAY, JULY U, 1909.

JOLLY AWARDED
MIA

tle People

BELL AND ALAMO DEAL

Elders H. L. Hoover of Estan
A petition asking t h a c an
cia and R. E. (iiddings of Pecos amendmant be made to Jhe proValley arrived here Sunday
'2, 1909,
Thev are Seven Dav Advent iota clamation issued March
and will, beginning this eve, adding the Mascalero Apache Inning, conduct a series of lectures dian reservation to the Alamo
under a tent which has been National Forest, has been sent
erected in Alameda park. The to A. C. Ringland, district
lectures will be free and will be
at Albuquerque. The pegiven each evening until Augwhich was signed liberaltition,
ust 19 when the Territorial convention of the Adventista meets. ly by Otero county citizens, is
The Territorial convention will as follows:
continue until August 39 and The substance of which shall
will be attended by Adventists be that where valuable
mineral
from all partB of New Mexico. deposits have been discovered
A number of prominent Adven- and located
within the above
tists are expected from other mentioned portion
of the Mescal-erstates.
to the Alamo NaH. C. Orippen, park manager tionaladdition
Forest the mineral lands
ana a prominent local Adventist, so located
not be subject
has arranged for a string of elec- to allotment shall
by the Indians.
tric lights from the driveway All of the lands
on which min
entrance to the park to the tent. eral has been discovered
The lights will be in place this solutely valueless for otheris abthan
evening.
mining purposes, as it is in the
very roughest part of the mountSweet Little Singer this Girl. ains and where the timber is of
nature so that the
The Alcazar has as an extra at- a scrubby
is wholly unfit for agricultraction this week little Mabel land
or for timber.
Woehler, the singing prodigy of ture purposes
has
been
suggested that
It
the Southwest. The little girl some of
the Indians in selecting
is but nine years old. She is a
allotments, when the land
sweet singer and the townspeople their
is alloted, expect to select their
have been patronizing the Alca- allotments
so as to cover the
zar more liberally on her account. most valuable
mining properties
She was the hit of the season at
the Crawford in El Paso this in the reservation.
At the present time the most
summer. Miss Woehler will be valuable
depesits in this
at the Alcazar every night this part of themineral
country are supposed
week. The pictures for the rest to be located
in the above men
of the week are unusually good,
too. Admission to all is 10 cents. tioned reservation, some very
valuable mines have been located and some development work
Out Hustling.
done sufficient to prove their
President J. Manley Morgan, value and while every one real
of the New Mexico Baptist col- izes that the development of
lege, left yesterday for an ex- some good mines would be one
tended tour of the territory in of the greatest means, of develthe interest of the college. He opment and helping this part of
will be absent until September, the territory, no one feels like
and will attend the Lincoln as- investing their money or further
sociation at Hope on August 4. developing their property, if
there is any possibility of conflict with the Indians' rights or
Ice Cream and Cake.
litigation with the government.
The Ladies Aid of the ChrisA. M. Neal, supervisor of the
tian church will serve ice cream
and cake in the Business Men's Alamo National Forest, is of the
club room July 24, afternoon and opinion that the petition will be
evening.
granted.
for-resj-

er

o

SPLENDID

INNOVATION

AND NOT A MAN ABOUND!

South Methodists Will Worship Party of Young Ladies Out on a
With Christian Members.
Camping Trip.
The Rev. Mr. Teer, pastor of
Mrs. Bemis is chaperoning a
the Methodist Episcopal church, merry party of young ladies up
will inaugurate a plan of sum- in La Luz cañón this week. The
party left town Monday aftermer worship which impresses noon with
enough rations to last
The News as an especially good until Friday. Besides Mrs. Beone.
mis, the following compose the
Mr. Teer announces that his party:
Misses Loma Woods,
congregation, in a body, will at- LuellajHerbig, Hetty Coult, May
tend services at the Christian Pierce, Pauline Bemis, Lottie
church Sunday evenings during Edwards, Minnie Edwards and
the hot weather.
Elizabeth Martin.
The edict
Union services in the
has gone forth that not a single
say at two churches, ought to be one of the male species will be
productive of much good. There allowed around the camp except
is no good reason that sound bus- the gent who is to pitch the tent ;
iness principles should not be and he will be pitched out as
used in church work, and this soon as his work is done.
would seem to be a good long
But say, Marie, didn't you
step in the right direction.
hate to leave Chawley at hum?
There is no gainsaying our individual proneness to letting our D. M. Barringer the liveryman
neighbor do the summer wor-- ( was in El Paso on business last
Continued on page 8.)
week.
I

i

Dicker Made by Which Bell

The annual stockholders' meeting of the La República Mining
company was held here Tuesday.
Quite a number stockholders
from Kansas City, El Paso and
this city were in attendance.
The following board of direct-- o
r s was elected : J. McDonald
Trimble, Kansas City, W. A.

Go.

Will Use Alamo Go's Poles.
The Bell Telephone company
has completed the survey of their
proposed line from Albuquerque
to Alamogordo. It is expected
the work of building the line will
be commenced at once and completed by next year. The Bell
company has entered into a
contract with the Alamo
Telephone company for the use of
the latter's poles between here
ana tularosa.
Hie Bell company will not build farther south'

Hawkins, Three Rivers, J. P.
O'Conner, El Paso, Robert L.
Dorbrandt, El Paso, J. M.
Kansas City and M. V..
Watson, Kansas City. The members of the board of directors
went to El Paso Tuesday after-

15-ye- ar

Co-bur- n,

than this city, their business be- noon.
tween here and El Paso to be The mines of this company are
handled by the Alamo company. located in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, and the capital
stock is $1,000,000. A dividend
Games Saturday and Sunday.
of $20,000 was declared last
Manager Harry Harris of the month. Alamogordo is the home
Alamos announces that the El office of the company and stockPaso Browns will be here Satur- holder's meetings are held here
day on No. 4, and will remain ov- annually.
er Sunday, playing two games
with the Alamos. The first game
Had Pictures Made.
will be called at 4 o'clock SaturCompany I, First regiment
day and the second game at the
Naw Mexico guards, were out in
same time Sunday afternoon.
uniform Sunday having its picHon. W. A. Hawkins, general ture made. The comnanv eave
attorney for the Southwestern a dance Saturday evening which
railway, was in the city Monday was well attended and all presand Tuesday.
ent had the time of their lives.

BUILD

COLLEGE

FOR

BOYS

Juvenile Betterment Assoc i a t ion
is

Back of a Big Project.

J. O. Jones, proprietor of Ho-tel Southwestern, was in Cloudcroft last week in consultation
with Prof. E. H. Reynolds, who
has charge of the boys' college
which it is proposed to establish
near there.
Mr. Jones tells The News that
he has practically closed a deal
by which he will turn over to
the National Juvenile Betterment association h i s 160 acre
farm six miles south of Cloudcroft.

It is the intention of the association to establish a school or
colony for orphan, indigent and
incorrigible boys at a cost of

1

TWO BILLS FIGHT

$200-00- 0

or more.

Judge Willis Brown, founder
of the juvenile court system of
Salt Lake City, will arrive here
within the next two weeks for
the purpose of arranging the preliminaries. Judge Brown is president of the National Juvenile
Betterment association.
(Continued on page 8.)

IT OUT

E. H. COX MAEET'13

Arrested, Convicted and Fined 5 Prominent Merchant
Bucks and Costs.

ar!

Miss

Breeze Drake Wed.

Bill Smith and Bill Hunter

Earl H. Cox and Miss Breeze
Drake were mar ied at Mrs. J.
Stalup yesterday for fighting, H. Brown's boarding house Tuer-daFive dollars and trimmings is
evening at 8 :80 o'clock. The
wnai it cost each of them to ceremony was performed by Re v.
square themselves with the ter W. V. Teer, pastor of the Methritory
odist Episcopal church, South, in
It seems that Bill Smith tnnk the presence of a few friends of
his best girl to the Alcazar Tues- the contracting parties.
day night.
Bill Hnntor wna
Mr. Cox is the senior memhor
there.
Smith claims Hn
of the firm of E. H. Cox and commade an insultine remark in th pany, Dronrietors of one of AU.
presence of the young lady. Yes- mogordo's big mercantile estab
terday morning Smith called lishments. Mrs. Ox has been
Hunter to taw for his alleged the city for some time Wvlnin
recklessness of speech. Hunter come here from Arkansas. fih
apologized by landing square in is an accomplished young lady
Smith's face.
This started a ana ner mends are legion.
scrap that was fierce while it
The following out of town
lalted.
guests were Dresent
Mnvlni
The court decided that each Oox of Dalhart, Texas, brother
were guilty of breaking a law of oi tne groom, Clyde Drake of
the territory and assessed the Mena, Ark., brother of the bride,
fines as above stated.
Continued on page 8.)
were ud before .lust ire W if
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in The News some time ago,
Mr. Fisher has financed
the proposition. All that now
remains to be done is the actual
work of building the plant.

NEW TELEPHONE LINE

Cloudcroft.
He told The News
last week that work on the line

would commence at once. The
line will go by the way of High-roll- s
and on through Haynes
cañón. Those desiring telephones
on this line may have them put
in on a flat rate basis. The polls

TULAROSA IS WORKING FOR A
CITY PARK

-

The members of the Ladies'
that carry the telephone line Earnest Working club will give an lee
M. H. Fisher Will Build a New will also carry feed
cream supper tomorrow night.
The
wires from proceeds are to go in
part payment for a
the power plant here.
Line From Alamo to Coudcroft
lot on which to make a city park.
J. W. Payton and mother, of
Topographer Van H. Manning
M. H. Fisher, proprietor of the
Bent, have paid us a visit. Mr. Parlón
Alamo Light and Power com- of the geological R11FVAV Via in reports
bright
pany, has poles on the ground the city Saturday, from the hills. mining district. prospects In the Bent
rr says LJ- - wont
for the construction of a tele- ne
nis
is progressing
O. L. Hanson, traveling audiphone line from Alamogordo to satisfactory.
tor for the Southwestern, checked up

OTHER LIVE NEWS

our station last week.

J. H. Jackson spent Sunday in

Alamogordo.

W.

.

Chapman, former editor

and proprietor of the Minneola (Miss.)
Enterprise, has secured license to practice law In this place. He has bought
ten acres of land and will build a handsome residence in the near future.

H. R. Douglas, of the Him-- (
Continued on page 8.)

-

BANNERS

Modern
Problems

Trad

Afíal

laulry

' may be aide to say that Hying is com-MM
looked um its a vpnture-It imiv. icilias, ttill
prai tiic, and among the .'entra! community may not be
people
exactly an evtTV-tla- y
WMftnmm, but most m
will have made a trip, and many will own mai hini and make
almost daily runs.
It is then that new laws and regulations will have to be
adopted. The "rule of the road' in the air must be settled, n
also the question as to whether international frontiers are to
be respeeted, and if not whether universal free trade must
ronlt. Then MMBel the subject of the ownership of the air above private
Finally we moat consider the means by which laws may be
property.
enforced and the registration and identification of aerial machines car-Ti-

mil

fau wars'

!

MODERN METHODS OF
SHEEP SHEARING GREAT HELP

OFJUFFRMETTES.

Dcvtctt of Wom.n Who
Street During the RecoM
Confarenc.

Par-ade- d

and
All the professions
London
trades ot women were represented in
the procession ol suffragettea which
took place while the woman suffrage
conference waa going on here recently. Banners were carried with emblematic devices, some humorous and
some beautiful in design and coloring.
Five hundred lanterns carried by as
many women lighted the procession
and there was a great variety of cob-

-

,

r'CllAHmWM.L
SSttBÉb

tj.

v

Many

Dy. Wh.n Wool Was
Improv.rn.nt. Or.r Old
by Allowing-- Animals to Rob and

The enrllest method of securing the
wool was to drive the sheep quickly
through a narrow passage, and the
squeezing and rubbing of one against
another loosened and detached the
wool. Later, an "improved" plan was
adopted, which. In our ears, sounds
somewhat inhumane, although, as a
matter of fact, If done at the right
time, there would probably be nothing painful IT severe about It. The
sheep were caught, and the wool was
pulled from their backs by hand.

ppf

out.

Hitherto international frontiers have been fixed by natural divisions
of laud and water, such as the sea coast or river bank, or clearly defined
strips of around.
Such lines of demarcation are not easily crossed by
.those who wish to do so unseen and without interruption. But in the air
obit is different. Here no natural boundaries exist, nor can artificial
structions be erected so as to be insurmountable by airships.
We are then called upon to answer a most vital question. Arc aeronauts to be allowed to traverse these frontiers without hindrance, or must
If the former,
(they descend at frontier stations to report themselves?
'many laws and regulations now in force would be affected. Those regarding passports, alien immigration, and the like, would be seriously upset.
But a far more serious matter is the collection of customs. Even
! supposing
it were not possible to convey large cargoes of goods, and there
,is no good reason why this should not be done some day, still it would
undoubtedly be possible to carry parcels of 100 pounds or so. If such an
amount can be taken through the air free of duty it would manifestly have
to be allowed equally to land travelers. Considering, too, the rapidity and
ease with which machines are likely to travel, they could be employed con
tinually going to and fro over the frontier, and so transporting large
quantities of dutiable goods.
Either customs must be entirely done away with or we are faced with
a second alternative, that all aerial vessels must descend at the customs
houses to declare their cargo. Though in the ordinary way it might be
possible to enforce this by the imposition of severe penalties on any one
detected in evading it, yet so great would bo the opportunities for smuggling, especially in the dark or in misty weather, that it would without
smuggler would
doubt be easy to ply the nefarious trade. The
not be' bound, as with his maritime prototype, to land at a favorable spot
It seems
on the coast; he could travel far inland before disembarking.
descend
to
compelled
being
machines
to
law
as
to
any
enforce
impossible
at a frontier, and this implies that customs in the main will have to be

aye the Grouch.
Women can make er break a man,
an' when It's leap year abe aja'Hy
onakes him first an' breaks fclm aft. r.
the
from
belief that It waa beneficial
ward Lob Angelas Expresa.
the
In
point ot view of health.
North Country the clipping la usually
Knew It all the Time.
covered shed,
done in an
Cocaine la pronounced
in,
where there Is plenty of light. An
or a covering of boards. accent on the first syllable; not
old
accent on the last syllable.
Is laid over the earthen floor, and
short
theBe are kept clean by sweeping. Paresis Is pronounced
The actual method of clipping Is very a, accent on rbe first syllable; not
first
lone e, accent on second sylsimilar. I fancy, In all districts
the opening out of the head, neck, lable. And, by the way, why do peocurving
Instead of
brisket and thighs, then the
ple say
round the ribs from the belly up to
St. Pawl (Minn.) Dispatch.
on
the back, first on one side and then
the other, and then the quarters. A
Those Hats.
sheep should show the
A teacher of physical culture says
rings formed by the shears running in the European peasant women are
continuous lines all round its barrel blessed with health and strength beand up the quarters; there should be
get in carry-lnnlnne the back where the cause of the exercise they
on their heads.
baskets
heavy
that
meets
up
one
side
traveling
line
coming up the other. These lines, or How strong our fashionable womea
little ridges of wool, should be small ought to get this spring! New York;
and of uniform size, and they should Herald.
all be at the same distance from one
Character Indispensable.
another. It Is quite wonderful how
sheep Talent helps a man to obtain
much better a nicely-shorlooks than one which is carelessly
but it Is character which seand untidily done. And there is more cures it for him. A man will succeed
eye.
of
the
pleasing
mere
a
in it than
with character and very little talent,
lot of sheep, because and will never succeed without charA
acter, whatever talent he may have at
SBÍnfiSSnB
bis disposal. Max O'Rell.
open-fronte- d

ko-kc- ii

sail-clot-

par-e-si-

d

g

'

music.

Youngest

Great

Wealth
of Our

Country

chain-make-

nt

H'

mother. Her grandson married at 17
a young woman a few days his junior.
birthday Mme.
On her
BertoneHe was a great grandmother.
forty-eight-

'bÍbsb ÉjBIamsml

J í assassr

0,

Air'a Weight.
There is no uniform weight for air.
For instance, 6aw the weight of a cuSheep Shearing Tim.
bic foot of air at sea level is 1,700
grains, the pressur eremoved say, by
Very often a helper is engaged for a of th.lr attractive appearance, will
its elevation to an altitude of 10,000
fortnight or so, to push the work bring, as a rule, an appreciably highthrough, but the heaviest part of the er price than another lot done In a feet, its weight would be about half
burden rests on the shoulders of the slovenly manner; this may frequently of 1,700 grains. In other words, tue
permanent hands. Needless to say. It be seen in the case of clipped hoggs. cubic foot, at ten or twelve thousand
Is a busy time while it lasts, for all There is also no loss of wool in the feet above the sea, would expand to
the other work of the farm has to be former case; In the latter, too much two cubic feet, each of about 50
carried on simultaneously, and it is frequently left on the ridges, and grains weight.
means, for the shepherds, getting up this, of course, reduces the weight of
very early not later than 4:30, and fleece.
A Town of Freah Surprise.
working late. The permanent hands,
The use of clipping machines inMeissen is a town of crooked streets
having their ordinary work to get stead of
s
has made, as that wind about delightfully in its
through as well, do not, of course, yet, little headway in the north; but depths and suddenly climb the heights
clip so many sheep in a day as a clip- more attention is being given to the on
each hand a town with a fresh
per specially engaged for the job.
year by year. On Bome of the surprise of architecture, of costume or
About a score per man, or there- idea
abouts, is considered a very good larger farms, one or perhaps two of landscape at every turn. One is
landing
finding
iMne
machines are to be found; constantly
day's work; a good hand working full
time will turn out, on an average, none Is power driven. If machines whence ancient walled steps shoot up
on ihe one hand to the burg and down
about thirty. Formerly he used to be come into general use it will be bepaid by the day, but it is more usual cause of the difficulty of finding casual on the other hand to the river. From
clippers rather than for reasons of Robert Haven Schauffler'a "Romantic
now to follow the piecework plan.
The farmers do not antici- Germany," in Century.
On both sides of the Border, the economy.
Lowland sheep are always washed a pate any great saving of expense by
But the use of machines; they say that
week or so before shearing.
many farmers assert that there are one man with a machine driven by a
other benefits which accrue from it. lad or woman worker will not get
They say the washing improves the through more than the number which A Specific for Asthma. A certain rem
health of the sheep. Some old writ- two good men could clip that is to edy for Rheumatism, Blight's Disease,
ers held this view, and Youatt quotes say, about sixty per day. When the Consumption and all Coughs, La Grippe
that excellent chemist Vauquelin, who woman's wage is added to the cost and Croup. Cures all Lung; and Bronsays: "In this respect I am inclined of cleaning, oiling, repairing and de- chial Diseases. The greatest restorato adopt the. opinion of those who preciation of the machine and is set tive agent known. Makes pale, weak,
think that the washing of sheep, dur- against the
expenses in- thin people healthy, fat and strong.
ing dry warm weather, may be use curred under existing circumstances
Kills
Ask us about it. Write or call
ful to their health and to the quality by a big farmer, there can be little the Cough, that is certain.
of the wool." However this may be, saving by the new method. For it is
The Stramoline Co.
it is beyond question that the practice to be remembered, as stated previous3 N. Harvey St. Oklahoma City. Okla.
of washing, previous to shearing, is of ly, that most of the clipping Is alancient date, and it is quite probable ready done by permanent servants, FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
that its origin is to be found In the whose wages have to be paid anyhow.

not an applicant for the position he
has decided to accept it because of the
urgency of President Taft, who wished
what is known in administration cirs
man" for the
cles as "a
place. Mr, Williams had a very long
and thorough experience in the administration of this office and resigned It
voluntarily to resume the practice of
law.
high-clas-

Phonographic Library.
The Academy of Sciences at Vienna
has decided upon the creation of phonographic archives, which will be divided into three parts, and which will
probably be the most remarkable library on record. The first section will
be devoted to examples of European
languages and dialects of the different
peoples spoken at the beginning of th.
twentieth century.
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FACTS ABOUT
HENS AND EGGS
Bow to Make Most Money from
Poultry.
Whet. cJolera appears In the flock
give no water except that In which
pokerroot has been boiled. This is both
a preventative and a cure. An Illi
nois man says one of his hens laid an
egg two and
inches long
s
inches
and one and
wide, the measurement being taken
with calipers.
One man will win with one kind of
hen and another man with some other
breed. It Is with hens as it is with
cows. We should choose the breed we
like the best and then stay with It
Fowls are naturally hardy, and contagion in a flock ia due to carelessness on the part of the poultry keeper.
This is proved by the fact that expert poultry raisers have very few
sick chickens.
Hens need a better place In which
to roost than the trees around the
house. Of course, they may survive
there; but merely living and returning
a profit are two different things.
Don't stop feeding the hens shells
just because they are out of doors
and can abift for themselves. There
Is no line, not even an Imaginary one,
between the daya when the ben like
shells and when she does not All
daya are alike In that respect.
A woman in Vermont write that
fifteen-sixteenth-

William William..

ix--

hand-shear-

seven-eighth- s

The assertion that the best way to preserve peace is to build up a great navy and
army shows an ignorance of history, says
Justice Brewer in Leslie's Weekly. The
trip of the fleet around the world, as a
boastful show of our naval strength, has
been nothing but a waste of money.
After all its folly, its influence on the
orient has not brought peace one day
nearer. Over five millions of the people's
money have been spent for coaling this
BREWER
JUSTICE
By
(01 the United Slain Suprrmr Court)
fleet alone. What benefit has the nation
received from that expenditure? Over 65
per cent, of this country's expenses are due
the sum spent in this way totaled
1907
In
navy.
and
army
to the
the largest sum spent by any nation.
There never has been a nation that built a great army or navy but
that got into war. Peace born of force is only temporary. Not until all
nations settle their difference, by arbitration will the world enjoy peace.
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$365,-000,0-

a semstresa

In the Quarter Montmarte, Paris, is
held to be the youngest
in the world . She was married at the age of 14, and her firt child
a girl, married at the same early age.
When Edna was 31 she was grand-

to-d-

Money
Wasted

Holmes.

Mme. Edna BertoneHe,

air-goi-

Tour of
Fleet Is

d

Know When to Stop.
Talking Is like playing the harp.
There is as much in laying the hand
on the strings to stop their vibration
as in twanging them to bring out tie

Banner of Doctors and Surgeons.
skirts. Housemaids and parlormaids
marched in cap and apron and charwomen in their usual bonnets and
shawls. Women gardeners appeared
with
In coats and skirts and cooks
high caps concealing
their
the hair.
The journalists carried a blue silk
banner with a white carrier pigeon embroidered on it. The political speakers, for the most part fashionable woabolished.
men, bore an elaborate banner with a
a winged hour
device representing
glass and a glass of water, with the
80,000,000 of people, motto, "Words, words, words." A
We have
golden gridiron gleamed above
the
occupying 3.000,000 square miles of terricooks. A yard measure and a pair of
tory, and they own $120,000,000,000 of scissors marked the ranks of. the shop- wealth. On farms valued at $25,000,000,-00- 0 girls.
A very pretty device was the
we produce annually agricultural prod
wreaths of flowers on long staffs caructs valued at $8,000,000,000.
ried by the gardeners. The sculptors
It is nothing that we produce annually bore statuettes, also on staffs. The
jewelers' banner showed the various
2,500,000,000 bushels of corn and 11,000,-00- 0
hall marks used on silver. The
bales of cotton, if there is no demand
carried miniature anvils and
for the corn and cotton and if the demand hammers and specimens of the finis not at a fair return. But we have the ished chain.
Singers, novelists, needlewomen,
By Junes Schoolcraft Sherman
Sherman in teachers and typewriters were some
market, says
Leslie's Weekly. Our 5.500,000 of people others who were represented.
who produce $15,000,000,000 of manufactured products annually, and receive in wages $230,000,000, make the IMMIGRATION COMMISSIONER.
market. These figures apply only to finished product.
William Williams, New Yorker Whs
We get the products to the consumer by 250,000 miles of railroad,
Quit Office to Practice
France
Great
and
of
Britain,
mileage
railroad
the
which is three times
Law.
Germany combined. When side tracks are taken into account, we have
a
New York William Williams,
more railroad mileage than all the rest of the world. On these railroads
New York lawyer, has been appointed
millions
of
and
hauling
cars
2,000,000
we have 100,000 engines, carrying
commissioner of immigration to suctons of freight. This practically equals all the tonnage carried by all the ceed Robert Watchorn. The salary of
the position is $6,500. Mr. Williams
railroads and all the ships of all the rest of the world.
returns to the office which he resigned
by
are
who
employes
5,500,000
of
This monstrous task is performed
before Watchorn took it. Although
yearly paid $2,300,000,000, and this vast business is conducted by
of bank clearances.
Do we prosper? Only two decades ago we were second to Great Brity
our output equals all the rest
ain in the output of iron and steel.
of the world. We live well and have happy homes, filled with comforts
and luxuries. Yet Ave are a saving people.
We have in savings banks $3,500,000,000, in national banks
in all, $13,000,000,000.
The
and in state banks $5,000,000,000
per capita of money in the country is larger than in any other save one,
France, and amounts to $35 for each of our 80,000,000 people.
The business of the country amounts to over $3,000,000,000 annually.
How do we do such a monstrous business which is also profitable? It is
because we have confidence in ourselves and the other nations of the globe
have confidence in us.
$4,500,-000,00-

h- -
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Squeeze Each Other.

This practice continued for many hundreds of years, for ulthough Laban
I
and the other great pastoralists of his
jclrANlwss
time clipped their sheep. Pliny tells
us that, In his day, when Rome was
in the zenith of her glory, "the sheep
are not everywhere shorn, but the
custom of pulling off the wool continues in some places." It is to the
old patriarchs, then, that we must
Charwomen's Banner.
give the credit of having set about
getting the wool in a business-likupon.
to
shine
lantern
the
tumes for
way, and from their day until now
in
girls
university
were
the
There
practically no change has taken place
caps and gowns, with the colors of in the manner and method of clipping.
trained
were
the
colleges.
There
their
Most of the clipping on the big
nurses in their long blue or gray Border farms in Great Hritain is done
bonnets.
little
demure
cloaks and
staff.
hv the ordinary shepherding
There were the pit workers and the
gay
with
north,
Fof
women
the
factory
fXggaássssssssmSshawls over their heads and short full ISBHBSSS BSVw
,&:?!
.....

ed

G.th-re-

saos of h
Nobis work la ta
minify entitles a woman to the "Order I ffldonla" satabllsaad la li:o
by King Jobs of Saxony. The ordt r
waa founded In memory of the Due
Sídonta, real mother of the At
bertine line.

'

from 60 pullets and 12 yearling Rhode
Island hens she sold last year eggs to
the amount of $202.02. not counting
the eggs used In a family of four.
Feed, advertising, etc., cost $94.77
.making a gain of $107.85. These hens
laid 8,745 eggs.
To have the chickens mature rapidly a proper type of breeding fowl
should be obtained. This type consists
of fowls of medium size and broad and
blocky In shape, like the Plymouth
Kock and Wyandottes. The chickens
should be frequently fed, and a
quantly of food given each time
to satisfy them.

DIRECTORY

If health and vigor you
USE CHOCTAW

FLOUR

White and Pure.
All Good Grocers Sell It.

SI Ion

for

Alfalfa S..d. Alfalfa seeds resemble those of red clover in size,
but differ in not being so uniform In shape
The color should be light olive ereen
or greenish yellow. Darkened, discol-

ored and shriveled seed should be discarded, as Its germinating power la
low. Plump,
seed produce more plants and stronger planta
than 4o the small and immature.
d

lib

R00FIN6
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our hdw

sum-cle-

Sugar as a Finishing Feed. A herd
of 16 Black Angus cattle which was
awarded nrst prize at the Chicago International Stock show, and which waa
sold at si i per hundred pounds live
weight, was fattened on a ration which
included molasses. Besides mutu
feed, corn and oats, the owner fori
during the last month a mixture of oil
meai and oats, to which was added a
sprinkling of molasses, u was found
that the molasses added a glossiness
to the hides and Improved the appearance of the animals in every way.
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Illinois Senator Former
Street Car Conductor.

William
torimer Rose to Present
High Post from Humble Beginning Has Been in Congress

Clergyman What would your father say If he saw you digging for
worms on Sunday?
Chicago
The second native of
Willie
I don't know; but I know
England to be elected to the present what he'd say if I did
not dig for them.
United States senate is William
r
That's him fishing over there."
of this city. The other Is Senator
Sutherland of Utah. No one would
Sheer white goods, in fact, any fine
ever suspect Senator Lorlmer of being wash goods when new, owe much of
an Englishman, but he was born In their attractiveness to the way they
in the city of Manchester, England, are laundered, this being done
in a
48 years ago.
manner to enhance their textile beauHe looks about 35. and acts as ty. Home laundering would be equal-- I
though he were about 25. He has ly satisfactory if proper attention was
jeen going to congress ever since given to starching, the first essential
the
congress. His first being good Starch, which has sufficient
two terms were from one Chicago disstrength to stiffen, without thickening
trict and the rest from another. This the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
change In habitat was brought about you will be pleasantly surprised at the
by a little political necessity, another
Unproved appearance of your work.
man having grabbed the nomination
while Mr. Lorlmer was not looking.
Many Seekers of the Pole.
He was not feazed by this little manCanada, Denmark, France, Ger-oeuvre, but promptly moved Into the many, England, Russia, Sweden
and
Sixth district. and was nominated from the United States were, in 1908, reprethat place.
sented among the 12 expeditions
"He is a man of ability, character
which were struggling toward the
and force," said Speaker Cannon of pole. Eight leaders were veterans-Pe- ary
him the other day.
and Cook ot the United States,
"He is about the hottest politician Bernler of Canada, Erichsen and
in the United States," is the private
of Denmark, Charcot of
opinion of most of the good judges of France, Shackleton of England
and
politicians in Washington.
Geer of Sweden, t
Thirty-twyears ago Lorimer's
folks took him to Chicago.
Overcome Adversity.
His first
The waves which sorrow lashes np
education was gleaned from the
streets. Next he was doing a man's around us stand high between us and
once a private in the ranks. For two years he was work for a man's pay by wheeling salt the world and make our ship solitary
Ha in a Chicago packing house. The next in the midst of a haven full of vessels.
an enlisted mau, serving in the regulars.
joined in 1861, choosing the cavalry arm of the promotion was to the back end of a Cannot one do like the fair sun, and
service, and to it he remained faithful through all State street car in Chicago. He col- go under the waves and yet come
back again. And yet, after all, if you
the years of his duty. He is one of the finest riders lected fares for the street car comlook upon his going down rightly
pany by day and cultivated the friendthat the army claims.
There have been many stories of Japanese spies ship of the boys in his precinct by there is no such thing in reality.
The first thing the precinct Rlchter.
who have been found taking notes of American night
army operations and equipment. The Japs got their
A Rare Good Thing.
first object lesson in the way American soldiers do
"Am using ALLEN'S
and
can truly say I would not have been withthings from Gen. Chaffee. That obout It so long, had I known the relief It
some
had
has
doubtless
ject lesson
would give my aching feet. I think It a
rare good thing for anyone having sore
influence in modifying the thought
or tired feet. Mrs. Matilda Holtwert,
they
held
that
which the orientals
Providence. R. I." Sold by all Druggists,
tic. Ask
could whip the Americans out of
command
was
in
hand. Gen. Chaffee
Quite So.
of the expedition which went to the
"An actor who has forgotten his
relief of the beleaguered embassies
lines is a pitiful thing."
at Peking. Japanese officers and
"If you're looking for real tragedy,
men saw him there. The general
consider the pitcher who has forgotwon a fame in China which is not
ten his curves."
confined to the American continent
givEurope
have
of
generals
The
Try Murine Eye Remedr
For Red, Weak, Weary, Watery Eyes.
en testimony that Adna K. Chaffee
Compounded
by Experienced Physicians.
is a great soldier. Orders to take
Conforms to the Pure Pood and nrno.
Law. Murine Doesn't Smart. Soothes Eye
command of the Chinese expedition
aiu.
ij jxturiiMj tur xuur .ycs.
reached Gen. Chaffee while he was
at Nagasaki on board a steamer
Silence gives consent yet when a
which was to take him to the PhlV
young man proposes he naturally preippines. The order was unexpected,
fers that the girl in the case should
and the general had practically no
say something.
chance for campaign preparations.
He was to go into a strange land, to
lead an expedition against a strange
people, and not only was it expected
William Lorlmer.
of him that he be successful, but
that success be won quickly, for the knew Billy Lorlmer was carrying it
lives of many Americans were in around in
his vest pocket. He kept
danger within sight of the walls of out of
big politics until he was the
City."
"Forbidden
the
boss in little politics. Then he had
W?A
The general arrived at Tien-tslhimself elected to the Minneapolis
too late to take part in the battle in convention as a Republican national
which the brave Maj. Liscum of the delegate.
He had been graduated
Ninth infantry lost his life. Not from the street car platform and was
only was the American soldier a real estate dealer. He also interestsnurred to auick inarching action by ed himself in city affairs and was
jj g ryjrjTyirjSfiinjM
BjamSai
the knowledge of the imminent peril known throughout the western metropan J9jBsS2ASisVBT"?dr1r3rMI FuSsY
of the Americans at Peking, but he olis. Lorlmer was for Blaine in the
was spurred by the knowledge that the soldiers of Minneapolis convention, but the Cook
ex- county
organization was for the
other nations were to take part in the relief
pedition, and he wished the men of his own counof Harrison.
sight
worthy
the
of
in
the
try to show themselves
It Is a characterization of Lorlmer
men of other countries.
that he has stuck to his friends. A
They did show themselves worthy, and they re- couple of weeks ago he was talking
sponded to the call of their commander with an the senatorial deadlock at Springfield
alacrity that made the American leaders instead over with a friend in Washington.
"Why don't you jump in and take It,
of followers in that .march beset with difficulties
If so, you are an easy victim of
Billy?" he was asked.
and dangers almost unparalleled In modern
"I don't want to," was the answer.
disease. You can avoid danger
"I am going to try to elect one of my
if you build up your system with
army
who
firmly
men
in the
There are
friends."
the natural strength-give- r
believe that Gen. Chaffee did not sleep an bou?
you
"Well, if
can't elect a friend,
during the march to Peking. The soldiers who are you going to
let Hopkins come
made the march declare that the nights in China back?"
are black; that it is impossible to see anything at
"If I cannot elect a friend I will
all without the aid of artificial light, and these la take
TONIC VERMIFUGE
it myself. I know I can have It
the bivouacs of the soldiers were forbidden for but I will not
take it unless they reprecautionary reasons.
There was no definite
helps your body do its own
which
knowledge of the forces that might be in the path fuse to unite on a friend of mine."
building up. It puts the whole digesAlthough
HopSenator
A.
William
of the expedition, and no one knew what surprises
tive system in a perfect condition.
not know it that was the unthe night might cover. Gen. Chaffee, his soldiers kins did
Regulates the stomach, imparts new
derstanding
of
Lorimer's
friends
and
say, constituted himself a sentinel who refused to
vigor sad health to the tissues.
was
not
his
election
surprise
a
to
be relieved from guard, and through the nights he
Tour Druggist hat it.
was alert and watching, and through the days ha those who knew him.
Personally Lorlmer Is a delightful
Too mmm, 50c and 35c
was alert and marching.
f
character. He Is a chubby man with
There are stories by the scores of men who are a leonine mane of blond hair. He
supposed to bear charmed lives. The hero of the wears a Texas mustache of a reddish
book of fiction sheds bullets as a slate roof sheds hue and Is a simple dresser.
He is
rain, and in the reading of It one finds it hard to not much of a debater, and cuts little
believe that any truth could be stranger than this figure on the floor of the house. He
1 Positively cared by
'
fiction.
If Gen. Chaffee doesn't bear a charmed Is a strenuous worker In committee
.life he has the largest allowance of luck that has and Is constantly busy in the Interests
mm
Dis
fallen to any one man.
of his constituents in Chicago. He pretress from Dyspepsia,
SspfTinJE
Swam
Too
digestion
Hearty
and
Gen. Chaffee has been four times brevetted for sents the paradox of a politician who
mm BVfc-Eating. A perfect rebravery. Two of the brevet commissions came to Is an Ideal family men . He is the
mit!
edy for D1"lne. Nau-fhim for gallantry In the civil war service, and two father of eight children and spends
11 LLO sea. Drowsiness, Bad
Taste n the Month, Coatfor gallantry in battles with the Indians. He once all of the. time he can at home with
ed Tougna, Vain In tie
them.
led a cavalry charge over rough and precipitous
I
TORPID LIVER.
Mrs. Lorlmer, who was born in They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
bluffs, where a cavalry charge was thought to be
Canada, Is a devout Roman Catholic
impossible.
a feat
SMALL PILL. SHALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
He rode a the head of his men straight into a and her work for charity and Institubody of armed Indiana, scattering them, but not tions in Chicago has been unflagging.
Genuine Must Bear
I
CARTERS
until they had poured volley after volley into Chaf- She has given her services as a vocalSignature
fee's oncoming command. That charge gave the ist freely to newly created parishes
years
they
until
for
were
In
a
position
soldier his brevet commission as a lieutenant
to retain paid singers. She has bees
colonel.
generous
equally
In
other charitable
n
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
Wben the
war broke out
Chaffee was made a brigadier general of volun- movements, appearing with her chilpublic
charity
dren
for
affairs and alDr. M. I NTOSH celebrated
teers. He was In the very thick of the fighting
ways contributing generously to beneNatural Uterine Supporter
in front of Santiago. Capt Arthur Lee, a British
edl.t ranr. BOM vt ii war-Institutions.
army officer detailed by his government to watch fits for eleemosynary
the field operations In Cuba, attached himself to Nearly all the children are musicians
atWmTCs
r It
the headquarters of Gen. Chaffee. Capt Lee wrote
THI. HASTINGS
MclNTOSH TBCSS CO, ,
a story about the campaign In which he paid to
A telephone line is bela construct en warn t 8L, Philadelphia,
fa.
Gen. Chaffee the highest tribute that it Is iMnilblt ed In the Alps which will hold tfc
mansfaetoren at trusa asá
aula makers at the Oamlas
for one soldier to DU to another.
height.
for
record
tamped "Mcintosh" Supporter.
sí-

-

for Several Years.
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President
has reappointed MaJ.
J. Franklin Bell as
of the general staff,
United States army. Gen.
Bell has held this office for
some years, and it is understood that at the end
of another year of service
in the position, he will be
succeeded by Maj. Gen.
Leonard Wood.
Some second Kipling
should write of one of the deeds of J.
Franklin Bell. The general went oyer
to the Philippines as a first lieutenant
of the Seventh calavry. He had not
been In the islands long before he was
put in command of a volunteer force
composed almost wholly of regulars
whose terms of- - enlistment had expired, but who were willing to take on
a short term of duty to help In the
clearing up of the work which they
aided in starting.
mWnmemwejASHINGTON.

WTaft

Back m one of the provinces was a
band of Tagalogs who had given the
government forces all kinds of trouble. One of their chief villages was
"located," and Gen. Bell with his following of old campaigners took the
trail for its capture. The commanding officer had been through campaigns against the Sioux, the Apaches,
and other tribes of the mountains and
plains, and taken more than one leaf
from the book of knowledge of savage
warfare.
Guides led the force to the vicinity of the Tagalog village. Night fell
and the Tagalogs were all unsuspicious of the approach of the white
enemy. At three o'clock in the morning, when sleep always hangs heavy on
the eyes, Bell led his men toward the
village. The Tagalogs had sentinels
posted along an outlying line. After
the manner of the people of the plains
the soldiers crept silently between the
pickets, only one of whom was vigiaun
lant enough to detect the presence of
tne enemy. He was silenced before he
had a chance to startle the air with a cry or a

shot

Straight Into the village went Bell at the head
of his men. Dawn streaks were beginning to
show In the sky, but the warriors were asleep
past the ordinary waking, for were not the sentinels posted, and were they not bound by every
tradition of tribal honor to be awake and watchful?
Lieut. Bell had given his men orders. The village was cordoned with troops and there wasn't
a mousehole of escape. Bell has a whimsical
humor. In the very heart of the Tagalog village
was an old
brass cannon, a trophy
taken by the Tagalogs from the Spaniards of another day, and which the natives were hoping to
use against the equally hated Americans. Bell
detailed a loading party of three men. The three
became boys again, and they rammed the piece
full of powder and 'grass wadding, after the manner of loading a Fourth of July cannon on the
village green in the home land.
The light of coming day was strong enough
for the conducting of operations. A lanyard was
.pulled and the brazen piece roared out its reveille.
The sound of It shook the foundations of the
huts; it roused the warrior sleepers as
mould the cracking of doomsday. They came
rmed, but naked to. the fray. The Tagalogs iooked
jon bayonet points and down gun barrels and surrender came instanter.
,
Gen. J. Franklin Bell is the youngest officer
i
who ever held the position of chief of staff. He
is a genial general and he is willing to talk when
the properly may on the subjects touching his
profession.
As the Joker put it, be is a Bell who
knows when to ring off. He avoids the sins of
silence and of speech,. wherein he shows that he is
jviser in his generation than some of his predecessors were in their generation.
When Ms promotion came the chief of staff
'jumped from a captaincy to a brigadier generalship, and his tremendous rank stride did not bring
forth one word of criticism from soldier or civilian. Since then he has become a major general.
The army officers who were Jumped said that
Bell earned his promotion, and that if other promotions were, like his, based solely on service
fiuallty, there would be no heart burnings under
the blouses.
When the Seventh cavalry, in which Gen. Bell
,
av then a lieutenant, reached the Philippines,
be Spanish troops were still in possesion, for
Dewey had reduced the fleet, but not Manila city
"id its immediate defenses.
Information was
W
anted concerning the Spanish earthworks. Lieut.
Sell volunteered to get it. He didn't tell any one
muzzle-loadin-

g
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how he was going
to get it. His method was daring and
lovel.
Under cover of
the
darkness
he
went to the water
front, stripped off
his
clothes
and
plunged in. He is a

FOOT-EAS-

n

i

powerful swimmer.
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On that night he swam thi

entire distance around the bay, landing now ano
then to get a closer look at the enemy's water
front fortifications. He did this unseen of an
If discovery had come it meant
death to the swimmer. He came back t
his starting point with full knowledge of tin
strength of the Spaniards in heavy guns, ant
when the time for the assault came, the infor
mation was of priceless service.
Gen. Bell was called on while in the Philippines to end the war in Catangas. He ended it,
and in ending it he took the only course possible
a course that the civilians at a distance from
the fighting denounced as altogether too severe.
Bell was called a second Weyler, and a second
duke of Alva, but when full knowledge came of1
his operations and of the craft and horrid cruelty
of the natives whom he was fighting, criticism
died. Of his experience and of the criticism he
said in a letter to a friend:
"Knowing my disposition and kindly feeling
toward the natives full well, you will have no difficulty in understanding that he necessity for severe measures has been a source of distress to
me. The only consolation I can derive is by
keeping my thoughts on the end and object in
view. When one has worked faithfully, conscientiously, and unselfishly for jls country four
years, without relaxation or rest, it Is somewhat
discouraging, not to say distressing, to find that
even some of his own countrymen appear to have
no confidence in his motives. Judgment or Integrity."
There is no use in mincing words; Gen. Bel'
is considered one of the most daring and dashlnf
officers in the American service. He wears
ano
medal of honor for charging "single-handealone," a body of armed Filipinos. He was shot
at repeatedly from every quarter, but in arm
parlance: "They didn't get him," but he got ser
en of them, not dead, but alive, and he led bad
to the American lines, his septet of prisoners, al
cowering under his pointed pistol, though ever)
man jack of them was armed.
If war were to come there Is no army donbt
although he Is far from being the ranking offlcei
of the service, that Gen. Bell would beiven the
chief command of the field forces.
sentinel.
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It needs neither the bearing nor the uniform
of Lieut Gen. Adna R. Chaffee (retired), to show
that he is a soldier. You can see it in his face.
His expression Is at ones; mild and aggressive,
and the eye is purposeful. Gen. Chaffee's name
comes most readily to the lips when one Is asked
to name a typical American soldier.
The former chief of stall of the army wh
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See M Ladles'
Shoe.,
havfi mi de the fight of a life Cool and pleasant.
Men's Clothing and Hat. We
How poor are t!iey that have no P"
cordially exare
Mexico
New
of
residence
theaover
at
Brounoff
section
heavy
E.
were
too
H.
Cox
odds
against
at tune but
this
Ms. and Mrs.
tend an inTitatlon to you to vlnit our estabttence.
Shakespeare.
24tf
lishment when in il paso, Texas.
to be overcome. The opportun- tre.
favorable to Mann for anything Cloudcroft yesterday.
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Reducing Court

jOCALTEMS

mru

fcr float

ll

the cloth.
figure

J. Filnior appointed superfens; intendent
of the Alamogordo
i
C.

i

Win reduce

domen.

to three
the abMade of a good

quality

Coutil,

Inches

two

across

side steels,

6

double

hose

sup-

porters attached. Every
pair warranted to ffive
satisfaction.

J. R. Gilbert

returned
Honda; from a four days' visit
to hit farm near Highrolls. He

luU II. IMO.

mask

perfectly smooth buckle,
no possibility of tearing

Alamo National Forest, was out
in the Seld on a boundary making trip the first of the week.

walked through Box canon while
away.

The Nn

aflfl ir

I'

Dr.

No.

rpHE hot Can

of El Paso was
brought down from Clnudcroft
fliillj enronte home. The doctor went to Cloudcroft Wednesweek, but found the.
day f
altitude so great that he had five
overt liemorhages, the first he
liad siitlVred in seven years. Dr.
Hxbj came as far as A lamogor-,1,- ,
Mrs. Cof-ti- n
with the patient.
and baby accompanied Dr.
ivilin.
Supervisor A. M- Neal, of the
Ur. Coffin

Looking Backward

For Sale By

Lumber Oo.
Re- -.

Waller busy making arrangements for the erection of the Baptist college.
Dynamo and other machinery
for the electric light plant at
Mescalero arrived.
Tularosa organizing a republican club.
A 100,000 hotel for Cloudcrof t
assured.
President Eddy of the White
Oaks Route, is prospecting for
coal in the Three Rivers section.
C. C.

ARTILLERY

Humor

and

CURIOSITIES.

Philosophy

Old Tims Cannon That Were Made
Leather. Wood and Bock.
m.
tMrra
t mincan
Anionic the curtualtlea of artillar?
odd invention
nava a grrat piar
t'nnnoD have been made of the must
PERT PARAGRAPHS.
unlikely materials Leather was used
as early as Henry VI 1 1. 'a day at tur
A man can nerer be mire that he has
siege of Koalotroe. The very
I in- idea uulil he ha overhauled the
In the tower once, ant!
patent ntllee, aud by that time h baa Evelynstored
saw
them tuero. Inscribes
forgotten hla idea.
"Non .Marti opus est cui non deBVii
Mercurltis.' Are they still lying In
Mont entry man can qualify without
some
any tn uble for membership In an An- room? corner of a forgotten IuiuUm
The Scotch employed leathei
anias rluk
guns In 1V0 to batter Lord Conway ?
fortifications at Newbourne, and thev
How do you know but the fellow who did
the work well. Describing the fe
Is jtoini; Riiyly to destruction hasn't got
verlsh alarm In Taris In 178B. ( arlylc
the best of It?
says: "One citizen has wrought out the
scheme of a woodeu cannon, which
The imux-en- t
bystander looks fiend France
shall exclusively profit by In
lab to the under dog.
the tirst instance. It Is to be made of
by the coopers, of almost bound
It la pleasant to be Johnnie on the staves
less caliber, but uncertain as to
spot when the spot ia

The lead ni; advertisers in The
cash.
News for July 19, 1900, were : U.
J. Wolfinger, F. M. Rhomberg, Self interest Is a bonded Investment
M. a. Webb, Alamogordo Lum- that we all pay Interest on.
ber Co.. Laurie fc Frazier fl ft.
When harmony liecomes monotonous,
Scipio and the First National
a woniau can (,'euerally be found to
naiiK.

strength."
Two small pieces brought to France
by the Siamese ambassadors as presThe Hilton Trio was here last
ents from their king to Louis XIV
Thursday. It was one of the best
were the only artillery procurable fot
GOING
ON
HOT
TRIP
masical organizations that ever
the atack on the Bastille of eccentric
model no doubt, adorned with dragons
visited tins section ami was encreate a discord.
and golden inscriptions, but efflcleul
titled to better patronage than Gen. Mgr. LaSalle and Guests Go
Four automobiles loaded with
While in the
to mountains Tomorrow.
iras extended it.
In order to iret the best It Is neces- workmanship. We rend of gold cannon
young people chaperoned by Mrs.
city, the members of the trio
sary
to keep your weather eye out for In India. There were two so de
H. La Salle,, hiiaiimca
i. .. .,. ... A. P. Jackson went to the White
...... in
scribed at Baroda in Burton's time
uiuiiugn
the worst.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. of the Alamo
Business
Sands
"to which regular adoration was of
Men's
Saturday
night.
Wollinger.
J.
club, will leave tomorrow for a
fered." In fact, the tubes were of
Is
poorly
a
Honest
work
policy
paid
Dr. J. R. Gilbert will go to El
steel, but the massive gold casing cos:
Miss Jettle Condon, who has trio over the scenie bi.ri.u-.,,t Paso this
goes.
as
world
the
afternoon to attend the
20.000.
been visiting her obele and aunt, Cloudcroft which was recently
big Cloudcroft booster meeting.
For the defense of Malta in the old
Judge and Mrs. J. W. Tompson, sureyei ny Mr.
The monkey "'ny not be n relation to
Salle for the
days the knights "invented a kind of
for a month, left Tuesday for commissioners of (itero county.
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Morirán of some of oar aeqnalritatttcey, but if not ordnance of their own, unknown to all
her home in Maryville, Mo. She Mr. La Salle has invitad f,,,. hi. Waurika, Okla. are visiting H. H. he surely is a near relation.
the world beside," says Brydone. an
ras accompanied on the trip by guests on the trin th IK'U ,tei rw Kellogg and family tor a few weeks.
Doing a man a favor Is Insuring eyewitness. They followed out the natFrank L. Garrett, a young capi- er men of Alamogordo and Mes Mr. Morgan is postmaster
ural rock here and there in such fashat Wau present harmony at the price of future ion
talist of the same town. Mr. srs. nrown ana Warren of the rika.
that the cavity was like a mortar,
antipathy.
put a barrel of gunpowder into the
Garrett arrived here ten days traffic department of the El Paso
ago and has been a guest at the & Southwestern railway.
His Apology.
No use trying to put the grafters out hole, plugged It with a wooden disk
Box canon will be explored and
Mr. Garrett
Tompson home.
"Henlly. Mr. Duuley," complained as long as grn ft flourishes like a Roose- exactly fitting and heaped miscellaneous projectiles thereupon. About fifty
and Miss Condon are to be mar- the wonders and bpn.nt-.iof if the spoiled beauty as the usher showed velt on opposition.
of these' singular cannon defended
ried upon their arrival in Marys-vill- will be written up for use in a them to their seats, "I'm not accuscreeks and landing places. Some of
tomed to sitting in the balcony."
' Didn't Appreciate It.
big descriptive article.
J. A. "H'm- -r to tell yon the truth."
them were six feet In diameter and
"My
we
dear,
Alexander,
an
exnertnlir.tr. irrar.1.. stammered Duliley, "I wanted to get
threw 10.000 pounds weight of Iron or
Miss Luella Herbig, a charmigreatstone into the air. Doubtless If all
ng young lady of Kansas City, er, will join the party at High seuts downstairs, but I didn't know have been
ly honored. I
went well they would do tremendous
is visiting her friend, Miss Het-ti- e ivons aim maKe photographs of whether to pronounce It 'parket' or
DOilltS Of inturoatc
execution upon an enemy trying to
Tho parkay.' " Catholic Standard
and have been apOoult. She will be here for the best
photos will be used to illustrate Times.
disembark.
pointed a deleseveral weeks.
But there are eccentricities still more
me descriptive article.
ga te to the
curious on record. In a tomb on the
Merciless Girls.
Mrs. J. 0. Jones was in El Paso
BEING IN PRODUCTS
island of China!, near Usumacintn,
Eva The lobster! He says if I re- peace conferelast week.
Mexico, was found a cannon four feet
nce."
fuse Ii tn he thinks he will croak.
Rev. S. B. Galloway pastor of Business Men's Clud Wants Sameleve Incbaa long of terra cottn. with
Katharine Croak? Why, he Is uo
"Oh. dear, I
term cottn ballets. It la suggested
lobster.
the Baptist church is nearly aldo so hate to
ples for Exhibit.
that wbea Cartea retired after bis
Eva And why not?
ways an interested spectator at
you
carry
have
All
who
grett flight at Centla, Tabasco, the naKatharine Because if he Is going to
the week day ball games.
He products have farm or orchard
revolver!"
are urgently requested croak he must be a frog. Chicago
tives copied the Spanish guns in
understands the game thorough- to
to produce the same
bring in their choicest speci- News.
ly and while not an enthusiastic
Bondman to Clothes.
Standard.
mens to Mr. La Salle, secretarv
rooter he is always there with a
things
we
to
do
The
have
for form.
Hateful Thing!
of the Alamo Business Men's
we must conform
styles
to
The
which
boost for the home team.
Thut we may not be queer
club.. These specimens will be "I was quite surprised at Mr. Slonuui
LIKE THE INFERNO.
Will drive a man to drink or worse.
M. P, Coakley has moved here preserved without cost to the last night," said Miss Bute. "He was
Will make him eloquently curse
discussing 'American beauties.' !ml he
from Uloudcroft,
Graphic Description of a Climb Over
producer and will be displayed paid me quite a compliment"
And get up on his ear.
a Volcanic Island.
"Indeed?" Interrupted Miss Chelín
Manager Crippen has cut the where they may be seen by all
Why should man wear, can some one
A climb over a volcanic island in
say,
Such an "I never before heard of him pay log
hedge on the west side of Ala- who visit Alamogordo.
Bering sea is thus described in Outing
A gaudy neckUe, anyway.
meda park. The owners of the exhibit of home products will anything before it was due." Smart
Tied in a clumsy knot?
Magazine by Robert Dunn:
Set.
have
an
immense value as an adWhy should he keep his coat and vest
park decided to have this done
"Cliff sank away Into chaos. UpSecurely
buttoned
round
his
chest
for the reason that it had become vertisement tor Alamogordo, and
right fans of tuff a, crevices like salt
When It is piping hot?
vrrv
to high that it interfered with full credit will be yiven
crusted wounds, chasms with leprous
His hat by some unwritten law
edges breathed all like mad.
the view of the park from the contributor.
Less
In winter felt, in summer straw,
Revised Weekly.
steam, but more crinkly and venomous
Must bind his throbbing brain.
trains.
Farmers Flats.
goes
If
a
without
he
Por
hat
gases. Parched white and red and
Baptist Ohurch.
Four miles west of AlamoKordo.l
The cops may run hirr. in for that
There will be a prize dance at
ocher In their depths, they seemed alswear he Is insane.
And
S.
Pastor
B.
Callaway
Friwill
Leslie Drew, who has been
Bronnoff'l Fobular theater
most to whistle yet they did not
His trousers must be neatly pressed
day evening, July 23. The most building fence In the mountains for preach at the First Baptist
high
whistle a furtive, ambient,
past
Or he Is not considered dressed
weuks, returned to hi" church Sunday at 11 a.
the
sli
pressure 'Zjsssho-ooom. a,nd
Was It sound 'i
popular lady present will receive claim Thursday.
And strictly up to date.
i :au p. ni.
Then I wonld pause and catch only the
a hand painted china plate. Best
His cuffs must fasten with a link
lrs. H. W. Loomis and daughOr all the knowing ones will think
horrid, overburdened silence.
Sunday
school at 9 :45 a. ru.
couple dancing, 6 knives, 6 forks, ter are
freight.
through
by
He travels
spending a week with Mrs. Joun
"The 'thing seemed more friendly
Strangers welcomed.
a sugar spoon and a butter knife, itelk near Clnudcroft.
Tbe sulphur no longer choked. You
No wonder that he shakes his head
all silver plated.
There will alAnd wishes often he were dead
Dobe Pete, of Alamogordo,
could have passed a burning bunch of
M. E. Church, South.
so he a popular drawing, the gent
Or on some desert Isle
built a fireplace In Tom Charles' house
miners' matches under my nose and I
garments
more
less,
or
In
nature's
leman's prize being a revolver this week.
All regular services will be
wonld have gulped tbe fumes like
from the cruet tyrant dress
Far
and the lady's prize six table and
And from the grip of style.
fresb air. But tbe invisible venom
J. R. Vale is putting in a feed held at the M. E. Church, South,
itea s. sil ver plated. Ad- crop tor A. J. Me?ser on the Dennis next bunuay except in the eve
still belched out everywhere, secret
Had Use For It.
mission, gentlemen Jfó cents and farm.
and furtive; now from Jaws and
ning when the congregation will
If there is one thing the world Is gashes four feet and more across, no
ladies IB cents.
Tom Charles traded his Alamo- worship at the Christian church.
agreed on it is that money will not longer red yellow, but with fangs
gordo property for the Kill C'oe homebunday school at 9:45 a m.
Victor Lewis, traveling repre- stead in the mountains.
bring happiness. There is hardly a crusted white or brilliant green and
Preaching
at
a.
subject
m.;
II
sentative of the International
man who will not pause In his pursuit bristling with rapier-likstalagmites.
Lansom went to AnEarnie
Uon
meat.
tent
of a dollar to swear to that. A visitor Heat tremors pulsed, as the whole
Correspondence schools, was in cho Wednesday to work tor a (ew
League
Senior
3
at
p. m. Jun from another planet who had a way of were a vast roof too close under the
the city Tuesday.
months.
League at 4. m.
believing all that he heard might be eye of the sun. And below on the
Mrs. Ida Hobbick came home iorRev.
HS. Schuyler of AlbuquerJ. B. Cochrane, of El convinced that the world did not want blasted acre under tbe beak the pantque - here organizing a Sons or Tuesday from t ten days visit with her Paso, will
preach at the evening happiness, judging from the frantic ing steam flashed out the supreme dessister, Mrs Neal. in Alamogordo.
Veterns lodge.
and sleepless manner in which it pur- olationcrumbling, clinkery and
Before coming
ncur.
Cheater Messic informs us that
here he organized a lodge at
sued wealth.
trailed away Its smear of the
A
cordial
invitation
is
extend
his brother from St. Louis will be here
Old Benny Hunklns was listening to dull rainbow hues of sulphur from
to
ed
W.
all.
V.
Teek,
Pastor.
occupy
to
In
week
his
claim
next
the
a group discuss this subject. They grotesque mosaics. It was a pudding
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Freeman Hats.
had pretty well agreed that the posses- of slag fresh from that great furnace
left Saturday for the southwest
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church sion
of money was undesirable, though of tbe unknown fusing point, and bow
Mr. Adcock returned from the
part ni' the territory where Mr.
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
no one had made a motion to throw alien to the cold waves and winds of
Organ mountains this week with
freeman has a position telegraphiven
wild burros. Wn understand
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 what loose change he had away.
the subarctic!"
ng for the Southern Pacific rail- lie will ship them.
"Well," said the old man, when it
p. m.
came his turn, "I guess yoi are right,
way.
All titrangers and
h
Knew She Did
boys. I don't hanker after great riches
Mrs. (Jain, who has been the
myself, but sílll I have always thoi'ilit
Many have perhaps heard this members are cordially invited.
guest of her sister. Miss Agnes
.Tonx H. Murray, Pastor. I would like to have enough so I could
story, but it is still a good one:
It is from the remembrance of' joys
afford to wear old clothes."
jaroway, for three weeks, will A gentleman attended the theawe have lost that the arrows of afuuorrow for her home in ter one evening.
Presbyterian Ohurch.
fliction are pointed. Mackenzie.
Instead of
Houst.m, Texas.
placing his hat in the rack under Sunday school 10 a. m.

B.

J. WOLFINGER

ia

e.

FINE BOOKLET PRINTING
Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find tbey can
secure

at home by

such work

patronizing The

News' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.
C.

QEORGE

BRYAN,

Physician and Surgeon
I'hune

Re- -.

Hospital I'hooe 42.

S3.

ALAMOGORDO.

c

gHEKKY

N. M.

SHERRY,

Attorneys

at

Law

Office Upstairs

First National Bank Building.

H. MAJOR,

J

Attorney at Law.
Rooms 9 and 10,

First Natiosal Bank Building.
J- -

)R- -

GILBERT,

R- -

Physician and Surgeon,
Offiice, Upstairs in the Gilbert Iluildinjr.

Phone

13.

Alaraoirordo. N. M.

Robert Newton Woodwortb
Mining Enilneer

Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.
Bex 371.
W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telephone No. 20.

O.

i

W. TOMPSON,

J NO.

Lawyer,
Practice in all courts and government
Departments.

results.-Londo-

Churcb Notices

e

Tul-aros-

a.

twenty-se-

Offices, Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank
Building--. Alamogordo.

D R. J. G. HOLMES.
Physician.
Office over Rutland's Drag Store.

D R. M. IONE

HULETT,

Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.

Alamogordo, New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

R.

O. D. S.

Dentist.
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.

D

P.. K. S.

JAEVI8,

Dent s
Office

Phone

over First National
71

ALAMOGORDO,

Bank.

N. M.

Real Estate
Stock Farms, City
Homes, Business Bargains, Mountain Ranches
with plenty of Water,
Mining Property, Relinquishments and Live
Stock.
I.

N.

SMITH & CO.

Alamogordo, Otero County, N. M.

non-churc-

Doputy Ranger Fred Bradford
uj here from
Weed on business
with the Forest office.
Deputy Ranger of the Alamo
Natural Forest, returned to the
cty yesterday from, the mountains where he has been doing
boundary work.
Miss I)ora peazley
visited in
Uuuderoft last week.
The quality
is remembered
jongai'ior the price is forgotten.
"L' H. Hughes, grocer.
.

-- Reputation

his own seat, he carelessly placed
it on the unoccupied seat adjoining. During the play a lady
came in, and in the semi-dar- k
ness, sat down on the hat. The
hat was a derby, and the lady
was very stout. The lady arose
and bowing to the gentleman,
said: "I beg your pardon; I
think I sat down on your hat."
The gentleman replied: "You
think you sat down on my hat!
d well
Madam, you know d
you did."

For Reliability.

The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.

soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
They know. It's
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
In

Let us

fill

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

On Tbs
Corner

Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30
The W. 0. T. Ü. will hold its
regular meeting Tuesdav at 4
o'clock p. m., at the Presbyter
ian church.
Mrs. Estelle B. Smith.

Christian Church-Eld- .
StacY Philliws. the new
pastor, will preach Sunday a. m.
at 11 and at 7 :45
.. in, the evening.
i
.i
r.i
niveryoouy
invited.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

Insurance Policy

A. F. Menger
Agcot
Teotb St.
Phone

134

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Ero pean plan)
Rooms 78c $1 and $1.50

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitarv laws of the SrntP f
Texas. The best eoninnprl ron.
taurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and min-in- g
men. CHAS. ZEIGER, Prop.

NO.
Percheron'Stallion,

BARRINGER'S

46328

Feeti

black with star.

Foaled May
Dodson, Normal,

1905; bred aud owned by A. .
111. This sDlendid nor bp is now

PERCHERO!

TO
BREEDING

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the barns of
the
Alamogordo Improvement
Company.
Terms:
20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6
montfis.

Livery Sta&le

Fine Camping Ground
under cover.

fliA Tm--

erty of the
ALAMOGORDO

&

Good Horses, Good Rigs,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

'

I CHAS. Ij. WEST,
(Successor to W. I. Miles)

General Dray and Transfer Una
Home Phone 177-- 3
Office Phone 183

p. o. Bo 317
Alasaogordo,
M.

i
Tba other day. at the Shawns
county Court Hoaae. Probate Judga
Schoch was about to marry a youut
Will
Lighthouse, Museum and Statue
couple. Ha pronounced tea prelimBe Erected a Tributa ta Graat
inary words and told them to join
Discoverer.
hands, aad started on the ceremony
Hold np a minute!
"Hey, there!
Albany, N. T. At a recent meeting
Walt, I say!" This series of startling
of the California Fig Pyr.ip To. and tht
Lake Champlain
of the New York
exclamations came from the door.
Tercentenary commission held here,
scientific attainments ul its rhcmir.ts have
The groom was horrified the brida
erecthe
regarding
badly scared.
action was taken
re ndpred poille the production of Syrup
meflttlng
and
permanent
tion of a
"Just a minute. I want to give you
of igt and Elixir of Senna, in all of it
-morial to Samuel dc Champlain, whose
each an apple before you are married
excellent. by obtainim; the pure medicbeauti
of
the
1609.
July.
In
NOW
discovery
made
the
had
who
FROM
noise.
man
YEARS
the
said
HUNDRED
ONE
to
THE HOPE IN AMBER.
inal principles of plants known to art most
ful lake which bears his name Is
vvifeyi see by this paper that a And In be calmly walked and handei
observed this
beneficially and combining them most
appropriately
one would tell
be
some
WISH
in America aold bis wife for a each of them a Grimes Golden.
man
of
Imrl-soul
n ereat celebration extend
me:
TW EKP nunc,d In this
Shilling.
skillfully, in the right profit ions, with
It was one man's Idea of a joke.
of
Will awnvbody please ex
ing throughout the entire week
H 'rom the worl.l
Hubby Well, if she was a good Kansas City Journal.
plain
its wholesome and refreshing Syrup of
apart.
one she was worth It.
Why w'vo dry weather July 4.
anibor
California igs.
Uko MM that
Doomed to Torment
The memorial will take the form of
for the corn.
drops enntlr.e,
has
rain?
picnic,
which
a
As there is only one genuine Syrup of
design
And for
and a
Mr. P. C. Keever, Aberdeen, Miss,
hope beats
One
AGONIZING ITCHING.
why or a lighthouse,
reme,
d'.ffi
to
What
submitted
pinions tine.
Tigs and Elixir of Senna and as the
been prepared has been
writes:
hundred
how? One
memwithin
KntomhwJ
Gov. Hughes and some of the
years from now?
"For years I suffered from a form
is manufactured by an original
for a Year Got No Relief
Edema
ofheart.
no
though
bers of the commission,
of eczema which made life a burden.
Even at Skin Hospital In Despair
method known to the California I ig Syrup
me
tell
This
also
you'd
Perhaps
taken.
ficial action has been
Ami what Is this. In amI thought I was doomed to perpetual
why
Co. rfnly, it is always necessary to buy the
Um
ber done?
plan provides for the erection of a
torment here below, but your Hunt s
Cured Him.
Cuticura
My iak Is never bad,
Until
L
hope
effects.
incarcerate
beneficial
This
genuine to get its
Galeas we've company for
Cure restored me. One box did the
$
I may live to see
That
ea.
A knowledge of the above facts enables
my son.
"I was troubled with a severe itch- work, and the trouble has never reil
And then It's sour and
My all of Ufe: my dearest
one to decline imitations or to return them
ing
and dry, scrufy skin on my ankles, turned. Many, many thanks."
I
sad?
one.
Hunt's Cure Is guaranteed. Price 50c
And when the weather
feet, arms and scalp. Scratching mado
if, upon viewing the package, the full name
Full grown to man's
turns quue nui.
of small red pimThousands
worse.
estate.
It
of the California Fig Syrup Co. U not found
Dodging Responsibility.
We've not a bit of h e.
ples formed and these caused Intense
Then, when we order fifty pounds.
printed on the front thereof.
"Why should a man pay rent whes
Ah. not for nothing mother prlds
'advised to go to the
Itching.
trice?
wa3
I
a
In
cold.
turns
It
Of sons In Israel.
same.
A century from now. 'twill be the
hospital for diseases of tho skin. I did be can own his own home?" said the
Mv short span is on aeon wide.
EXPRESSIVE REPLY
thrifty cltlxen.
I trow.
glorified.
And I with
$o, the chief surgeon saying: "I never
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against "treacle," but we must reStuck.
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Gunner Why in the world do the
The servant question in Germany
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are not the same.
problem.
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for
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Wife of Sick Man Thought She Had
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motive Works.
the lurch since the police can com- size statue of Champlain at a cost es- any more of that horrible stuff."
What would the country have done, pel them to stay with you the time timated roughly at $50,000.
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urged
Robertson
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without
One day last winter a feeble Irish during war time,
Though several sites have been pro- mixture, saying: "Do, now there's a
Each maid must
And, for they contracted.
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woman called upon us for aid. The Sugar was prohibitive in vprice,
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instance,
All
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to ties keep them under
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No Butler for Pneuriteh.
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are made annually. Advocates of this
like Utopian arrangement to an AmerCool and strain. Then add 25 cents
everal individuals without success.
"We'll have to get a butler, you
is no wonder that location for the memorial contend
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"Thin," she went on, "Oi wint to th' worth of brown sugar and boil until the domestic affairs of the Kaisers that it is the proper place by reason know," said Mrs. Pneuriteh.
thick. Do not stir. This sounds fun- subjects run smoothly.
big place "round the strate." Tho only
"What for?" asked Mr. Pneuriteh.
of the fact that Isle La Motte is said
"big place" near was a plant for the ny, but It Is well worth the experi"Well, to look after the wine cellar,
to have been the first camping place
manufacture of steam engines, and I ment.
WHERE APPETITES GROW.
of Champlain after entering the lake and "
Black Pudding.
wondered.
"Not much, Prlscilla! I'm capable of
with the war party of Algonquins and
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To wear to Sally's party.
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After takand get it!"
"We all make blunders. I thought
"I don't know," answered Mr. Dustin
ing three bottles I
once I was a square peg when I was
tJtax. "Consumers are mighty troubleMy friends declare I strive too hard,
Hints on Salad Dressings.
was cured, and
really a round one."
And I am too ambitious.
Sometimes I think they take
some.
never felt so well
First of all, let the woman who Is
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"How
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"so
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That I should rest and shirk.
Columbia Avenue, Rockland, Me.
A Correction.
Perhaps if they would talk less, they at hand, and the curdling begins, it
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Backache is a symptom of femáis
may be averted, and the original
Could help more with the work.
"Her card club has quit playing lor
If you
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
weakness or derangement.
the season."
smoothness restored, by adding to the
have
backache, don't neglect, it To
Lunn."
"Sally
"You mean scrapping, don't youf
mixture the unbeaten white of an
When prominent men realize the in get permanent relief you must reach
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.noiuiug
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effects of coffee and the change tut root 01 tue trouoie.
England, there was a little old woman
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knowof will do this so safely and surely
Sweet Cream Dressing. This
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who carried about
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are glad to lend their testimony for ' pound. Cure the cause of these dithem from house to house. They were yolks of two eggs to a paste with a
the benefit of others.
stressing aches and pains and you will
good, and soon Sally Lunn, for that saltspoon each of salt, pepper and
A superintendent of public schools necome weu ana strong.
was her name, could sell more
cup of
Add slowly,
mustard.
The great volume of unsolicited
In one of the southern states says:
than she had time to make. So whipped cream and four tablespoons
'My mother, since her early child testimony constantly pouring in proveí
she started a shop in Lilliput Alley, vinegar. Pour over the shredded cabconclusively that Lydia . Piukham
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at
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free
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merals are reflected on the celling.
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"I was so pleased with it, that after
The shadow of the dial is four or five the meal was over, I bought a package
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Wine Service.
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diameter.
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box with
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Frozen in Solid Ice
The exquisite flavour and crisp with a cup of tea, a sandwich made of
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for
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ner it wun i aujuw--Deriect
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the
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changing the water often. Eat it cold, the
Onion Sauce.
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- malt OOl
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nto u. la.
In making this it la far better to as a sandwich, In stale bread and add morning started for home. "Nothing she was a victim of long standing."
I .Ul UJ
book ihowkor how and why a SaaO
Large Family size 15c use only the Juice of the onion. Add a dash of any good sauce or mustard, great about New York," he said, "ex- Read, "The Road to .WellYltle," in free
Bead Watch keena .cenraia time In any
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cept the elevated, and I didn't get a pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Watch C.
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Ate a Chick with Bg Eyes.
A trainman M telling an laetteac
that occurred on a Mohawk A Malooe
train up In the woods the other Amy.
The train wae standing on a siding

Collection of White House Tableware

The White House
,
presidential
which has become one of the
sreat show features of the historic
some of presidents, has taken an Impetus under the new administration.
Some time ago the collection
an important addition in some
Fillmore ceramic relics, sent
from
Buffalo.
There has now been contributed one of the largest and most
Interesting additions yet made.
Many years ago It was a custom of
Incoming presidents to have the old
furnishings sold at public and private
wiles. Such a sale took place when
president Buchanan came into office.
A Washington family bought many
ileces of plate, chinaware and glassware belonging to the Madison, Jack-ton- ,
Polk and Pierce administrations.
This family has been the proud possessor of a large quantity of White
House china for more than 50 years.
Through the efforts of Mrs. Abby
0. Haker, the granddaughters of the
family to whom it had descended became interested in the patriotic col
WASHINGTON.

tahle-nare-

lection at the White House. They
were Induced to send some pieces to
Mrs. Taft for exhibition in the cabinets, where they will undoubtedly
prove one of the most interesting
features of the collection.
The contribution Includes an exquisite
decanter with stopple,
a champagne glass, two small wine
glasses and a dainty cordial glass all
cut in the grapevine, leaf and fruit
design and a
opaque finger bowl.
There are also two most Interesting
plates a service and a soup plate
of the Polk administration.
They
are of French pottery.
The soup plate has a medallloned
border and also bears the seal of the
United States. This seal not only
adds to the beauty and interest of the
plates, but adds infinitely to their
value historically, as the upper part
of the escutcheon bears 28 stars, and
therefore must have been made in
1845, the first year of President Polk's
administration.
That year Texas and Florida were
admitted to the union, and was the
only year that the flag, or the seal,
could have borne the 28 Stars, as Wisconsin was admitted In 1846.
The contribution also Includes a
tea plate of the
Pierce set, as well as a quaint coffee cup and saucer and a breakfast
plate decorated in blue and gold.
green-edge-

d

n

d

President Taft Is Caught "Stealing"

waiting the arrival and passing of another train when an Italian walked
through the coach, his hands crossed
on his stomach and his head wagging
from side to side in a doleful manner.
"What's the matter, John?" some
one inquired.
"Oh, me sick me sick as dev."
the man, rolling his head still
more distressingly and continuing the
rubbing of his stomach.
"Sick? Well, what you been eat
ingr asked the sympathetic passenger.
"Eata de chick with the big eyes,"
responded John, as his groans increased.
John had killed an owl the night
before and it didn't agree with him.
TJtlca Observer.
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Laundry work at home would be)
much more satisfactory If the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, it la usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric la
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.
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Good Stroke of Business.
The 1 note is not the smallest Issued by the bank of England. By
mistake a note of the value of one
penny was made and issued In 1828.
It was In circulation for many years,
a source of annoyance to the cashiers
In making up their accounts.
At
length the holder of it brought it to
the bank and after considerable argument persuaded the authorities to
give him 5 for It.
family took

few weeks' course of Simmon's

Sarsa-parill-

ALCOHOL J PER CERT.

ANjgttaHerreisslflrA$.

UngbleSiasBasili
Promotes Di$esfonOtttM
nessandRnirimtauisiKlRr
OjimMarpruo nor Mineral.

Not Narcotic.

Aperfcct Remedy forOjrBfla

I
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The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has
In oso for over 80 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per- Onnal iimurdllAil inpn im InfluiAv.
A In w Tin nun tn dnwlvii ma In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment.
1

"Just-as-goo- d"

What Is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It Is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotia
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cores Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation .
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the r
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

Hon.SouTStonadbDbrrtra
Wonusfctrvulskmslevmslr

SHERLOCK

In Use For Over
TMC OEMTAUH

COMMrtV.
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TAFT dearly loves
his passion for posies,
it has leaked out, came near causing his arrest the other night by a
vigilant Washington watchman.
The president,
accompanied by
Capt. Archibald Butt, his chief military aid, and a friend, whose identity
remains a mystery, was taking a ride
in the president's big touring
car.
Their route took them through the
Mall and when they arrived in the
grounds of the department of agriculture the president ordered
the
chauffeur to stop.
Those are beautiful flowers, Butt,"
be said to his chief of staff, pointing
to one of the beds in front of the
secretary's office; "let's get out and
pick a few."
In the fraction of a second the
three had deserted the automobile
and, like three small boys, were having the time of their lives robbing the
Mower bed.
Each gathered a big bouquet, when all of a sudden the watchman appeared.
The president had
just finished his bouquet and was
standing a few feet away in the sha
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Rats Cost Americans Big Sum Yearly
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CITY.

These Farmers are Building a

Rural
Telephone Line
It is the most valuable thing for a community to possess. It puts the doctor,
merchant, broker, depot, post office, relatives and friends all within immediate reach.
It protects the home and does away with
the isolation of farm life that drives the
boys and girls to the big cities.

Tired Tom (sadly) Ah. that natch
tells me that my old pal. Plodding
Pete has been this way. Poor old
Pete!
GOT TO THE CAUSE
And

Then

All Symptoms .of Kidney

Trouble Vanished.

C. J. Hammonds, 517 S. Hill St., Fort
Scott, Kansas, says: "I was operated
on for stone in the
kidney but not cured
and some time after
was feeling so bad
that I knew there
must bp another
stone that would
have to be cut out.
I decided to try
Doan's Kidney Pills
and the kidney action improved right
away. Large quantities of sediment
and stony particles passed from me,
and finally the stone itself, part dissolved, but still as big as a pea. With
it disappeared all symptoms of dizziness, rheumatism and headaches. I
have gained about 50 pounds since and
feel well and hearty."
Sold by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.

j

Have You a Rural Telephone?
If you have not, cut out this adver
i'li' ..!- - ,tt

Irr.V.
. tv

j

.

Huw

cura BiHifni

We have sold nearly fifty thousand
fanners' telephones since March ist.
The cost is very low where each subscriber helps build the line. Get your family
doctor and merchant interested, it helps them
and the whole community as well as you.

9

...--

on toe margin and mall It to our nearest bouse
Upon receipt of
your address we will send you at once a copy of our Free Bulletin No. 108 on
"How to Build Rural Telephone Lines and their Costs'
y.

ACT

Atlante
Cincinnati
Dallas
In rilan apolla

r

TO-DA- Y

City i.bone manufacturer. Ther are over
.000,000 WssWra Electric Telephones
Portsmouth
i nitea mates
Saint Louis
Earal Tal saináis a law tally
Savannah

Chicawo

Philadelphia
PitUburg

New

Ban

Denver
Loa A mieles
York--

Rain t Paul

Halt Lake 01 ty
Francisco

t Forget 1

Never Falls.
There Is one remedy, and only one I
corn and grain. One rat will eat 60 have ever found, to cure without fail
A Friendly Pointer.
cents' worth of grain In a year, while such troubles in my family as Eczema.
"What," asked Arizona Al, when the
of oatmeal it will consume
$1.80 Ringworm, and all others of' an itching character. That remedy is Hunt's new editor had taken charge of The
worth.
Through pollution of food products Cure. We always use it and it never Daily Rattlesnake, "Is goin' to be your
policy?"
it does as much damage as by eating falls.
W. M. CHRISTIAN,
"My policy, my friend, is going to
them. It also does great damage by
Rutherford, Tenn.
be to 'tell the truth according to my
50c per box.
digging under buildings and embanklights, and let the chips fall where
ments, by gnawing wood, cutting
they may."
The Agreement of Views.
holes in sacks, and by cutting up
"Stranger, that's a good policy, but
Pessimist Don't you think this seagoods and papers to make nests. Killbe sure before you go to press that
ing young poultry and stealing eggs son shows the drama has a tendency
you've got your lights adjusted to suit
downward?
are among its destructive habits.
Realist I have noticed that more all parties. This Is a bad place for
The rapidity with which rats mulpeople that gits the wrong focus."
tiply Is the main reason why man ap- people are buying seats in the orchespears to make so little headway in tra.
Precocious.
their destruction. It is calculated that
Smtll Ctrl Why doesn't baby talk,
Certainly Not.
a single pair of rats and their progeny
Hewitt It isn't fair on the face of father?
breeding without interruption and suf- It
Father He can't talk yet, dear.
fering no losses would In three years
Toung babies never do.
Jewitt What Isn't?
ESS)
Increase to more than 20,000,000.
Hewitt A brunette.
Small Girl Oh, yes they do. Job
construction of buildings, espedid. Nurse read to me out of the
cially the use of concrete In foundaDuring Hot Days and Cool Nights
Bible how Job cursed the day he was
tions is urged. The rats' food supply Take Dr. Biggers Huckleberry Cordial for born.
could be reduced and their numbers all Stomach and Bowel Troubles, Children
thereby decreased by the disposal of Teething, etc. At Druggists 25c and 50c.
No Others.
garbage and the protection of food
It Is a class to itself. It has no
lawWhen
lawbreakers
become
says.
supplies, the statement
A fOV CI V aTfll ff CTa nlaaad
1V1I el .r.l attracts and kilt
makers they will naturally make laws rivals. It cures where others mere- Ii
wnwi
til nus. Heat,
ly relieve. For aches, pains, stiff
elansornamentai,
that are easy.
eoDenlent.cbp. joints, cuts, burns, bites, etc.. it is the
vsus"I used Cascareta and feel like a new
quickest and surest remedy ever deor tip
spill
IF YOU USB BALI, BLUE,
will notaofl
man. I have been a sufferer from dysThe "government service" a tern: Get Bed
We mean Hunt's Lightning
Cross Ball Blue, the best Ball vised.
Inot
pepsia and soar stomach for the last two
which stirs the ambition of many
Blue. Large 2 oz. package only 6 cents. Oil.
wfallasaliis. years.
I have been taking medicine and
plodder in other work does not fig
prtpaid
for
50c and 25c bottles.
I le. Ht relias safra, other drugs, but could find no relief only
urc out attractively on paper.
llMsrsKalaawawtH
hi
The man who lives only for himself
y
Iras Ijb, lew Tsrfc. for a short time. I will recommend
Uncle Sam's employ you may be get- couldn't be in any smaller business.
Cascareta to my friends as the only thing
All pleasure must be bought at the
ting a "salary" in stead of earning
for indigestion and sour stomach ana to
price of pain. For the true the price
"wages;" but the distinction is one
keep the bowels in good condition.
Lewis' Single Binder made of extra qualis paid before you enjoy it; for the
POOL TABLES
They are very nice to eat."
without much difference In dollars ity tobacco, costs more than other 5c falsa after you enjoy
LOWEST
PRICES.
BASV
PAYMENTS.
Foster.
it
Harry Stuckley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
and cents. Moreover, the federal cigars. Tell the dealer you want them.
Yon cannot afford to experiment with
Reuurt. Palatable. Potent. Tuts
salary has not Increased with the upcold on the lungs doesn't
untried
goods
A
sold
by
commission
usually
Bles
Marriage will change a man's views amount to
Waaler GrRe
& 25c, Ste. Never
trend in the cost of food and raiment,
asenta, Catalogues free.
much, but it invariably presold In bulk. The
cedes pneumonia and consumption. Hamtablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
nor kept pace with the Improvement quicker than anything else.
The Brunswick-Balk- s
Collenetr
Company
money
your
care
or
B2B
back.
lin Wizard Oil applied to the chest at 7 539 CsU.tr. St. Dssll.
of "wages" which the aggressiveness
Syrup.
KANSAS CITV. M,
once will break up a cold in a night.
reduces
classes, especially Forekildren tsetbaar.
of the laboring
(ira,
PARALYSIS
25c .bottle.
sssiiisism siisisinfc
skilled and specialised labor, have
From the flower language: "If you
rasa Does It. Write for Proof.
brought about in the industries.
The ballet .girl trust is a tights' wish for heartsease never look to
Br. chase, as . less, as..
The entire range 'of the federal
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, Ne.
service in Washington, including all
tsreb.es stasias nlfisl
grades up to the cabinet and the
president, has but 617 persons receiving $2,500 a year or better. Many
men whose numes figure dally fan the
news accounts of the government's
activity, assistant secretarte! and
ctief clerks of departments, receive
from $4,000 Vo $5,500 a year.
HAIR RESTORER, o PRICK. SI.OO,
Foster-Mllbur-

n

Ion

HIS

EVEN the wealthiest of American
soon would be a bankrupt If he had to pay out the rats'
annual board bill. It costs the American people $100,000,000
yearly to
feed on grain alone that worst
pest, according to a statement
from the experts of the agricultural
entitled "The Rat Problem." An active campaign to rid the
country of the pest is strongly urged.
Vntold millions of dollars in property are being destroyed every year
by the rat; also the principal agent in
the dissemination of bubonic plague.
The rat's bill of fare Includes everything eaten by man, and carrion, mice,
kid gloves, ivory and living horses'
hoofs.
Its most common foods are

30

TflCCT,

HOLMES.

d

PRESIDENT

TT

a

and its effects were extremely
gratifying. We enjoyed better health
dow of a tree. "What are you doing all summer than usual, which we atthere?" said the watchman to Capt. tribute to its timely use.
Very gratefully yours,
Butt, who was caught
with a big bunch of flowers in his
SAMUEL HINTON,
hand. "Don't you know you have no
De Kalb, Miss.
50c and $1.00 bottles.
business doing that? Don't you know
you are breaking the law stealing
Pigeon Burglars,
government property that way?"
A carrier pigeon letter "S. A.
Just then the president came from
was placed on the police station
the shadow of the tree and joined the
watchman in a tirade against the as- blotter In Mllwaukee.Wls., the other
tonished Butt. As though he had had day, as guilty of a series of thefts in
no part in the affair, the president, an exclusive apartment building. The
carefully concealing a large bouquet bird had been around the court for
behind his back, assumed an air of days entering houses and helping Itself to food and articles for a nest, invirtuous severity.
cluding a gold chain.
"I tóld you not to do that," he thundered at Capt. Butt. "I told you Rough on Rats,
unbeatable exterminator
'Uncle Jimmy' Wilson would have
somebody watching those flower beds. Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
You know you are breaking the law Rough on Bedbugs, PowderorLiq'd,25c.
and now you are going to be arrest- Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough on Roaches, Pow'd,15c.,Liq'd,25c.
ed."
While Capt. Butt was gasping for Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
breath and trying to understand the Rough on Skeeters, agreeable to use,25c.
desertion of his chief in the hour of E. S. Wells,
Chemist, Jersey CIty.N. J.
trial the watchman got a look at
President Taft. Recognizing him he
A Man of Means.
stopped talking and began wondering
Stern Parent Ethel, young Fledg-lewhat to do next. Then the president
gave me to understand he was a
told him they would quit their tres- man of
means' when he asked for your
passing right away If he would not
hand.
them.
arrest
Ethel He Is a man of means, fa"You've done your duty and I shall ther,
Wilson
Secretary
so
tell
the first time
Stern Parent But he only makes
I see him," said the president
And
$1,000 a year.
he did tell the whole story to Wilson
Ethel Well, be means to make
in great glee.
mora.

ALWAYS

The Kind Yon Hare Always Bought

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

a

CASTORIA
Bean the Signature of

ness and Loss or Sleek

UfariednderI

The Timely Time.

Last spring our entire

JOB

"hen you'll

be

sure to tfet delicious real

that really helps digestion
WPIGLEV'J

Rat-pro-

Tit-Bit-

IM

rLl

Federal Salaries and Cost of Living

WZi

QSJMrto'

SOUR STOMACH

BILLIARD TABLES

of the govOF THE 25,361 employes Washington,
ernment residing In
f
are married. The approximate average compensation Is $948 a
one-hal-

year. Of those earning less than $720
year, 6,501 in all. 2,028 are married.
The bureau of the census recently
(emptied statistics dealing with 185,-87- 4

government employes,' including
workers In all parts of the country.
The largest class, 43,790 persons, 23.6
Pr cent of the total, receive from
00 to $1,000 each year.
Nineteen
Per cent, or 36,331 persons, earn leas
than $720 a year
Those making
but leu than $11.000 form 18.4 oer
cent
0

0oN.w

mm-nin-

ssSSfSi

Mary-gold.- "

Buy the Goods

r

that

do their

A

Own Talking

I

Kin ft

I

ti will timl that you can eeure no better entertainment
i or amusement than that feraitfaed by an Kdison l'hono- graph or Victor Talking IHUM.
Come in and hear them, and find how reasonable the
terms arc.
It your Editoa Machine equipped with the 4 Minute
Attachment fot playing Amherol Records ? Investigate this

a

1

Well,

-

yiu

wool be H you trod

at tee

closer ui seiuim.
Play
IF There is no lodestone or magnet
Buy where your one oujri you
Don t pay too other en debt.
III- - ou, wbere he has leen playing.
When In need ot
mint.
in the outhelu is last
......... - trial
t .
guru
amii OUglll to
Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain ana
with his head as well
I

AMflN

nllU nLnlflUU

V

Tro You Behind?
FEED STORE

Iquit that he will be a consistent
player who will help the team
'play winning ball. He can a

INTERNATIONALS

I

m

at Cooper's old stand, 9th

Lie works

Street
on us
as with his feet. That's a pret- Hay call
too.
trait,
was
good
niale
ty
Last week mention
1'iease, good, kind, Mr. Bill
of luck in baseball. Theafnre- said and above mentioned luck Nelson, get the goods ready and
Phone 74.
was very much in evidence in deliver in nice, neat little paralou
the games Saturday and Sunday. ges at the next game.
The game Saturday was a n can do it and I kno.r you can.
nexed by the Alamos. Score 4 You know that you can. You
Gasoline
Electrical Supplies. Auto
Everything in Jewelry
know that we know you can.
to 3. Luck.
As a final knock permit me to
The game Sunday was even
Corner T.nth Street and Penn Ave.
Engine Supplies.
more ragged and was lost by the say that the people of Alamo-- 1
Score 7 to 2. More gordo are giving only the poorest
Alamos.
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.
sort of support in the matter of
luck.
was
an
awiui
of
Nm
There
In the seventh inning
natronaee.
COX WEDDING
AN INNOVATION
ilav's líame I'mnire Tesson w as hollor about baseball on Sunday
F- asked to leave the field for the Two games have recently Deen
reason that he refused to walk played on Saturdays, and a corCor. loth and Penn. Ave.
'Phone 56.
(Continued from page 1.)
three Alamo batters who had poral's guard attended.
(Continued from page 1.)
more
is
could
earn
The Alamos
been hit by the pitcher. It
shiping for the two of us. It Mrs. W. T. Bradley and daugh- exceedingly unfortunate that money playing away from the
Okla.
of
Bradley,
Florence
be
ter
union services are held it will
anything even bordering o n a home grounds. They are schedupossible to have better music, Mrs. Bradley is a daughter of wrangle should have occurred, ling their games at Alamogordo
and probably a more interesting Mrs. J. H. Brown and it was she
but I want to go on record as just in order to entertain the
who was responsible for the ar- heartily endorsing Manager Har- people of Alamogordo.
Proprietor of the
service generally.
And
Nothing succeeds like success. tistic arrangement of the Iloral ris1 action. While there was no many ot the people ot AlamogorMany more people will attend a and evergeren decorations.
probability that a change of urn do are showing their apprecia- flie News joins with the many pires could affect the final score, ition by staying away from the
service where a large congregaGood rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
tion is sure to be gathered, good friends of the newly weds in wisht would have been poor policy games, heems to be a matter
music and an interesting dis- ing them a long and happy mar to have our batters denied a juft- - of reciprocity (?).
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office
course are to be heard, and good ried life.
ly earned chance of scoring.
Residence Phone 170
spirit and good fellowship prePhone
I do not intent to insinuate
vail.
Mr. Tesson was influenced
that
Let's have the union services. COLLEGE FOR BOYS by any improper motives. On
Suitable Diet.
the contrary I believe he simply
A Jury in Illankville were sent out
But
erred in his judgement.
a case, and after deliberatTULAROSA NEWS (Continued from page 1.) those errors were inflicting too toing decide
for a time came back, and the foreheavy a penalty on our team.
man told the judge they were unable
The past is beyond recall. No to agree upon a verdict. The hitter reThe boys will come mainly
anyin
from the slums of the cities. amount of crying could
buked the jury, saying the ease was
(Continued from page 1.)
in
I'rof. Reynolds already has seven way alfect or remedy what "has a very clear one. and remanded them
atto
a
second
the
is
room
been
for
jury
the
It
done
to
up
did."
his
boys
care
back
under
Louis
berlo mines, was In town last week.
St.
Prof. Reynolds future that we must look. There tempt, adding, "If you are there too YVJ Is still at the old stand at La Luz. N. M." My stock is H,
Dr. J. K. Howell has returned at Cloudcroft.
long I will have to send you in twelve
Just received a car m
complete in all lines and my prices are right.
from White Mountain, where he left his is principal of the boys' college is no reason to feel discouraged.
I am a
Wagons.
family in company with Mr. and Mrs. at St. Louis.
and
Breaks like those which swamp- suppers."
Mountain
Smith,
Ft.
Ark...
Farm
rfcoi
The foreman In a rather irritated
L. O. Norton.
Internaother
happen
and
Sunday
n
for
Better-iAlamos
ed
Mowers
Rak.es
and
the
Champion
agent
Juvenile
National
The
spoke up and said, "May it please
Also agent for the Johl)
Machinery.
G. G. Gray, who was married
Witness tone
e n t association, with head- in the big leagues.
your honor, you might send in eleven W tional Harvester Co..
to Miss Madeline Snodgrass, of Duran,
:
"nationImplements.
Louis,
this
in
Company's
is
a
Deere
St.
Plow
quarters
hay."
one
of
and
bundle
suppers
on the Uth, has returned home with his
The Detroit Tigers are leadal organization for the study, deMl
bride.
juve- ing the league with 50 won out
Mrs. Mary Cooper Lynn, who velopment and conduct of
played.
The Washington
No Excuse.
is visiting her old home in Montana, will nile betterment activities and os 78
take a trip through North and South institutions, giving emphasii to Senators are tailenders having
R.
R. EIDS0N,
ARMSTRONG.
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
Dakota and Minnesota, the guest o( her preventive methods."
won only 23 out of 75 yet, in an
Vice President
Caiklti
President.
mother, Mrs. Rosa Powell.
game, the topnotcliers
The association conducts a
There was a dance given Fri- number of boys' colleges, and could not score against the tailday night by Ernest Spillers at Wilson's
Boy City at Winona enders. An aggregation of
hall. The weather was bad, but there fathered
can not play winning ball
Lake, Ind. This is a summer
was a good attendance.
they play together as a
Mr. and Mrs. Luniley of Ala municipality for boys, where unless
mogordo, paid L. E. Lutnley a short boys conduct an actual city, with team. It is time to do a little
mayor, city council, bank, daily revising of the "system."
visit last week.
Without mincing matters 1
The wreck of Sunday morning paper, mercantile establishments
Con
Is being gradually cleared away.
postolfice, entertainments, ath- say that it is up to Bill Nelson,
ductor White was slightly Injured.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
letics, etc. The total population and nobody else. Nelson is the
agr
Messrs. Worman and Gimble of the city by registration is 2,- - big luminary of this
AT
COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS June 23, 19,
have gone to the San Andreas to look )0o.
gregation. As a backstop he is
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
after mining interests.
On the advisory board of the generally conceded to be the
$ 94,103.03 Capital
i25,0CO.d
Loans and Discounts
W. F. Gilliland, whose ranch association are such prominent premier of the southwest. If he
310 23 Surplus
12,IM.K
Overdrafts
is at the head of Salt creek, was in town
S.
Bonds
U.
secure
10,0UUO
to
29U.7I
(Net)
circulation...
Undivided
Profits
he
can
persons as J. M. Studebaker, will tone down his tactics
150 f
it.a(M.eo
Premiums on U, S. Bonds
recently.
Circulation
of the Studebaker Man- make .himself the idol of the
Bonds. Securities, etc
I14.674JT
president
Deposits
tifl.lS
Rudolph Richtor, formerly of
23.500.00
Bankintr liouse.furniture & fixtures
Time certificates of doposit..
company of South people. Come on, Bill, show us
275 00
Other Real Estate owned
Chicago, has moved out on a claim near ufacturing
reDue
(not
from
Banks
National
you
general,
a
are
baseball
Heinz,
H.
Indiana;
that
Bend,
J.
town.
22 074.20
serve atrents
Due from State and Private Banks
Tularosa will soon have a new president of the H.J. Heinz com- as well as a great individual
and bankers. Trust Companies
grocery store. W. J. Rutherford is the pany of Pittsburg; Judge Geo. player. The boys need coaching
and Savings Banks
3.423.10
Due from app'v'd Reserve Agents
li.317 52
S. Addams ot the Juvenile courts in batting and fielding. You
proprietor.
Checks and other items
74K.2N
two
know
who
or
least
and
others
at
three
of
Cleveland,
Ohio:
Notes of other National Banks
400.00
Messrs. Cramer and Moore,
Cur'y,
nickels,
Fractional
cents
fi:
how
be
on
working
to bat.
the llvde equally as prominent.
taught
who have been
need to
Lawful money reserve
U.051.75
building, have returned to their home In
Redemption fund
1(00,00
Mr. Jones has been working These boys have not had the
Alamogordo.
for two months to secure the es- benefit of coaching. They have
Total
ilsi.oosjl
Total
J. 0. Wharton, of Three Rivers, tablishment of the school in this not had one-fift- h
of your experUncle John Wbew, we must stop
visited his family this week.
Is
now!
The
horse
tired.
DIRECTORS
section, He is of the opinion ience and they need the drilling.
Mr. Harbon, of Waterloo, Iowa, that 35 or 40 cottages and main
Sherry IS a ball player. He M'illie You aren't a horse, Uncle
W.J. BRYSON,
spent several days herefrecently looking buildings will be erected immed can quit trying for the big, indi John; you're an automobile. Woman's
F. M. KHOMBEKG,
over his property.
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. W Y ATT,
papers for the vidual plays.
When he does Home Companion.
iately
after
the
C. MEYER,
There will be the largest grape
w. R. E1DSON,
crop this year in the history of Tula- transfer of the land are signed.
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.
He says that from the best inrosa.
W. M. Stone, of the Standard formation lie has the association
Oil company, spent one day with us this will expend not less than $150,-00- 0
week.
as a starter, and that the
KMBALMEP
OFFICE PHONE
AND FUNKRAL
Messrs. Clayton and Saunders, school when completed will repNO. 4.
DIRECTOR
RESIDENCE
AND l)EAL
and the Misses Saunders, Calloway and resent an investment of nearly
PHONE
IN
FUNERAL
Carroll, made a merry party to the white a
Formerly
Klamogordo
dollars.
NO.
SUPPLIES
BY UI.UOMY OVÍ.

STEPP

MURRELL

&

HENRY S. EVANS,

ard

ROUSSEAU,

G.

J. Q. GRANT,

City Uvery and Transfer

C.

Dealer

MEYER?
General Merchandise

-

Established 1900

all-sta-

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo, N. M.

all-sta-

'

.

NEAU'S

half-millio- n

sands Sunday.

Hon. H. H. Majors, of Alamo-

gordo, was

In town Monday.

THE oldest and best

Going Her One Better.

Helene What do you think? LieuElmer Whorton cut his foot tenant
von Hut, told me yesterday that
badly Sunday evening.
I looked so ripping in my new frock he
S. P. Conger has gone to Den- could kiss me.

ver on business.
Magdalen-O- h,
when he saw me in
Dave Mick came near being mine he said nothlDg. He just kissed
seriously hurt while breaking a horse me. Meggendorfer Blatter.
ou Lumley's ranch a few days ago. He
sustained an injured shoulder, many
Will Know Later.
bruises and scratches.
Rosa (aged twelve) Mother, why Is
it that they always speak of the godProf. S. H. Gill and family expect dess
of victory and never of the god of
to leave Monday for Nashville, Tenn. victory?
Prof. Gill was until recently superHer Mother When you're married,
e
intendent of the Territorial blind my dear, youll understand that.
Blatter.
school in this city.

Known r;otel in

A. J. BUCK

rnogordo. Under the new management
tbe rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been improved.

oooo
giver) to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

J.

C.

&

Trust

Co.

...Simplicity...
The onlv olace in Orem f,iintV
whereyou can get a White
Underwood Staodard Typewriter
is a Marvel
Pine Screen Door is at
of

in a typewriter secures durability, ease and efficiency of operation
and icreases the speed and accuracy of the work : the

Simplicity

Writing-in-sig-

ht

McRae Lumber Comoany

con-

struction, Built-i- n
Tabulators and Mod-

Now Open for Business

35c

LOANED

ON REAL ESTATE.
LONG TIME,
EASY PAYMENTS,
RELIABLE
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.

Fort Worth, Texas. JacKsoi), Mississippi.

JONES, Prop.

This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
A Regular Dinner for

MONEY

The JacKsoi) Loar)

Flte-gend-

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

UNDERTAKER

Ala- -

ern Bookkeeping
Then

Is

'RokMRS

nothing- hidden about the Underwood. The

type-bar- s

IvPaflnnav,

lylnr when at rest In

a compact segment; the patented iraldo-- all the parta
TlalbleVrlt-nr-which
help, not bother the operator, will bw shown
1
If
like; but really you ll see for yourself why the Underwood does endure and why
it"
operation is so eaiy, quick and accurate.

ya"lal.

tffltx 4th

Door Sooth of

Postoffk.

H, La Salle

Surveyor.

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy."
Land and Irrigation
surTHE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITES COMPANY, Inc veying a specialty. Ditch
Maps and
ANYWHERE-

Blue Prints made to order.

A. E. ANDREWS

REALTY CO.

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Valley Lands, Money to
loan, Alaraofordo Property.
'pmohb lib.

ilHtt., ttÜRa., llMMpr,
The New to the popular peper.
It to your friends back eMt.

N

Sen

